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A record setting $20,700 was 
pledged by 180 University seniors 
last week at the 1979 Senior 
Challenge kick-off banquet. 
Surpassing their goal by $3,700, 
the seniors have reached over 
one-third of their $55,000 total 
goal they hope to raise in pledges 
from the 3,075 seniors, according 
to Larry J. Weiss, director of 
Alumni Activities. 
During the next two weeks, 
volunteers will be soliciting 
pledges from their classmates, 
through both personal contacts 
and information mailings. 
Seniors who graduated last 
March, as well as those who will 
graduate in August and 
December, also will be solicited, 
Weiss said, explaining that it will 
not be known if the 79 class goal 
has been reached until early 1980. 
The Senior Challenge 1978 goal 
of $48,000 has almost been at- 
tained, except for about $100, 
which Weiss said he expects to be 
raised from a final mailing to 
seniors. 
elsewhere 
W ASHINGTON-The Senate 
Energy Committee refuses to 
approve the Carter ad- 
ministration's standby gasoline 
rationing program, despite 
Carter's willingness to modify 
the plan substantially and in- 
dications of likely fuel shortages 
this summer. Page 8. 
CINCINNATI-Police 
protection was limited to 
supervisory personnel yesterday 
when policemen, angry and hurt 
after four deaths within their 
ranks in 10 months, walked off 
the job for a day. Page (. 
CLEVELAND-The brother of 
slain grocery store executive 
Julius Kravitz described to 
reporters yesterday the impact of 
the kidnapping-murder on the 
family. Page I. 
inside 
NEWS- Religious cults use 
manipulating psychological 
techniques to control minds, 
according to the authors of a new 
book on cults. Page i. 
SPORTS- Bowling Green's 
men's tennis team won its 
seventh straight match. Page 10. 
weather 
SUNNY, WARM,-High 86F 
(30C), low 65F (18C), 10 percent 
chance of precipitation. 
Yesterday's sunshine brought students 
outside to sun, throw frlsbees and even blow 
bubbles. Mary Beth Beazley. a senior English 
staff photo by Frank Breithaupt 
major, sat on the steps ol University Hall and 
created unique bubble figures. 
School buses will get 
new transceivers 
by Rick Rlmelspach 
staff reporter 
The Bowling Green City Board of 
Education voted at last night's meeting 
to put out bids to buy radio equipment 
for a county-wide communications 
system for school buses and other 
school vehicles. 
Superintendent Richard P. Cum- 
mings said a system of com- 
munications is needed for emergencies. 
Cummings added that the proposed 
county-wide radio network, which 
would be staffed by county employees, 
would be in operation 24 hours a day. 
Cummings estimated the cost to the 
board of the equipment would be 
$6,000-8,000. He added that the Lions 
Club has offered to donate $1,500 toward 
the purchase of the equipment. 
Business manager Ernest P. Sposato, 
Jr., noted that this would be the first 
such communication system in Ohio. 
BOARD MEMBER John K. Hartman 
commended the joint efforts. Hying, 
"This is an excellent example of civic 
organizations spurring us on." 
Board member Robert Herringshaw 
said he was not opposed to the radio 
network, but questioned the cost of 
purchasing the equipment. "I would 
rather see the money spent on the buses 
themselves so they don't break down in 
the first place," he said. 
The board accepted low bids for two 
new buses. The best bid for bus chasises 
went to Metropolitan Toledo 
Educational Purchasing Association 
and Dishop Motors for $24,384.82 and 
the low bus body bid was from Sharrock 
Superior for $8,292.88, totalling 
$32,677.70. 
No action was taken on the 1979-80 
school year calendar by the board after 
the president-elect of the Bowling 
Green Education Association IBGEA) 
suggested a shorter Christmas vacation 
and a longer Easter break. 
GEORGE  NAGY  said the  BGEA 
wanted to take two days off the 
proposed December 24 to January 4 
Christmas break and add them to the 
one-day long Easter vacation. "We 
seriously doubt the education value of 
such a long winter vacation," Nagy 
said. 
The board will reconsider next year's 
calendar at its May 22 meeting. 
This year's calendar was also a 
source of discussion as Nagy said the 
BGEA would accept Friday, June 8, as 
the last make-up day of school because 
of the strike last fall only if teachers 
could use Saturday, June 9, as their 
final work day instead of Monday, June 
11, as is now scheduled. 
Richard Curry, secretnrv of the local 
chapter of the OhioAssociationof Public 
School Employees IOAPSEI. said his 
group would not want to have to work 
on Saturday to accomodate the 
teachers' wishes. 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL principal 
Donald Morrison said school ad- 
ministrators would not want to work on 
Saturday either, and added that ad- 
ministrators have had no voice in 
BGEA's demands. 
Cummings said the cost to the public 
for having personnel come in to work 
Saturday would be about $2,000. 
Hartman suggested that BGEA and 
OAPSE meet and try to work out a 
solution to the disagreement. The board 
took no action to change the calendar. 
Sposato said a check for $913.64 has 
been received as the district's portion 
of the Master Key antitrust litigation 
suit recently settled. 
THE BOARD ALSO received con- 
firmation that Bowling Green High 
School has been placed on the list of 
approved schools by the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools. 
The board approved 330 high school 
seniors for graduation, the largest 
graduating class in Bowling Green 
history, according to Charles D. 
Mayers, assistant superintendent. 
Cyclist violations cause city safety woes 
by Jim Flick 
Editor's note: This is the first of a two- 
part series on bicycling in Bowling 
Green. 
When temperatures blaze into the 70s 
and gasoline prices skyrocket, many 
students and townspeople abandon 
their cars for bicycles. 
But don't think cycling is less a 
problem for the Bowling Green City 
Police than motoring. 
"Every spring we get a lot of com- 
plaints about bicycles committing 
traffic violations," Bowling Green 
Police Chief Galen Ash said. 
"Somebody will have to slam on the 
brakes to avoid hitting a kid who 
crashes a stop sign and almost have a 
heart attack," he added. "Then they'll 
give us a call." 
ASH EXPLAINED that cyclists 
cause many near-collisions by running 
stop signs and neglecting to signal 
before turning. 
"We haven't had any accidents in- 
volving bicycles this year," he said. 
"We've been doggone lucky. We've had 
some close ones, though. 
"Last year, a girl was killed at the 
corner of Napoleon and Manville roads 
when she made a sudden left turn in 
front of an oncoming van." 
The police chief said that while there 
are more bicycles in the campus area, 
his department receives the most 
complaints from the side-street areas. 
ANOTHER PROBLEM area, 
however, is downtown. Cyclists 
routinely ride on the sidewalk, defying 
"No Bicycle Riding on Sidewalk" signs 
bolted to lightposts and painted on the 
sidewalks. 
"We've had some people knocked 
"We do issue traffic tickets to 
cyclists, but not as often as we'd like 
to." he said. "It's so large a problem it 
can't be adequately enforced. 
"We haven't had any accidents 
involving bicycles this year...We've 
had some close ones, though." 
down there." Ash said. "One lady spent 
time in the hospital last year. She was 
coming out of LaSalle's when a bicycle 
ran her down." The person responsible 
received a traffic ticket. 
"Some of our biggest violators in the 
downtown area are college-age 
people," Ash said. 
"AN OFFICER will stop to issue a 
ticket to a cyclist for, say, running a 
stop sign. While he's sitting there 
writing it out, three or four more 
bicycles will come by and run the same 
stop sign." 
Another problem with ticketing 
cyclists, according to Ash, is that "a 
bicycle is sodoggont n.aneuverable. 
"If they don't want to be caught, they 
can cut through backyards and get 
away before the officer can turn the car 
around." 
Ash said he believes the only way to 
fight the problem is by teaching bicycle 
safety to children when they first learn 
to ride a bike. 
WHILE ASH added that this is 
largely a job for parents, his depart- 
ment and several civic groups sponsor 
bicycle safety programs. 
The police, for instance, have pur- 
chased an "Ike the Talking Bike" 
which is used in Bowling Green City 
Schools to promote bicycle safety. 
Ash, however, is pessimistic about 
the chances of eliminating the problem. 
"It is a problem now and probably 
always will be a problem." he said. 
Teacher shortages encountered in certain fields 
Editor's Note: This article is the second 
of a two-part series explaining the 
effects of a teacher shortage on 
enrollments in colleges ol education at 
universities across the state and job 
vacancies In elementary and secondary 
schools. 
by Mary Dannemlller 
staff writer 
The key element of the teacher 
shortage is the need for persons to 
teach in specific fields, Jerry L. 
Richardson, assistant director of 
Career Planning and Placement, said. 
Teaching vacancies reported to the 
University Placement Office last year 
were greater than the number of 
graduates, except in nine fields where 
there was a surplus of teachers, ac- 
cording to the University Supply and 
Demand report concerning school 
district staffing. 
The report, prepared by the 
University Placement Services, 
showed that although there were 107 
physical education graduates combined 
(men and women), there were only 52 
job vacancies reported. In the 
recreation   field,   there   were   38 
graduates and only two job openings. 
However, there were no job vacanies 
reported last year for the six secondary 
education American studies graduates 
at the University. 
The fields of elementary education, 
special education areas, men's and 
women's physical education, music and 
social studies, supplied 59.73 percent of 
the Unviersity's teacher graduates. 
The survey showed that 19.27 percent of 
those graduates were in elementary 
education alone. 
RICHARDSON   ATTRIBUTED   tne 
nationwide and statewide shortage of 
teachers to several factors. 
"The Women's Lib Movement has 
caused women to look into other fields 
besides teaching and nursing," he said. 
There are two reasons for choosing a 
career other than teaching. Either the 
women thought there was a surplus of 
teachers or they wanted to go into 
another field, he explained. 
Women comprise about 70 to 75 
percent of the students in the education 
program at the University, Dr. David 
G. Elsass, dean of the College of 
Education, said. 
RICHARDSON POINTED out that 
although there were 221 elementary 
education graduates, only 30 of them 
were male. 
"Any school would like to get an 
elementary education male," he added. 
Another example of a field that 
women dominate is special education. 
The report showed that of 254 graduates 
in the five specific areas, 233 were 
women and 21 were men and of the 29 
candidates in English education, seven 
were men. 
In the social studies area. Richardson 
noted that there were 24 male and only 
16 female teacher candidates. 
Undergraduate enrollment Graduates from 30 Ohio 
in 27 Ohio Colleges of Education Colleges of Education 
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WOMEN DID NOT have the career 
opportunities they have today and 
"schools cannot be confident that there 
always will be women to teach because 
they are doing other things," Elsass 
said. 
The presence of fewer males in the 
College of Education can "probably be 
attributed to lack of a draft," 
Richardson said. 
Elsass agreed saying that in the late 
60s, many men became teachers to get 
a draft deferment and not necessarily 
because they wanted to teach. 
The birth rate has steadily declined 
since 1959 and enrollments in the 
primary and secondary schools have 
declined since the early 1970s. 
BUT RICHARDSON explained that a 
slight increase of the primary and 
secondary school enrollment in 1976 
and 1977 may indicate a possible in- 
crease of future students and could 
project an increased demand for 
teachers at those levels. 
Another reason for teaching 
vacancies across the country may be 
due to retirement, Richardson said. 
He explained that at the end of World 
War II, many people who went back to 
school and got their teaching cer- 
tificates have been in the field for about 
30 years and "their time is just about up 
right now." 
Other teachers are not waiting for 
retirement. They are leaving their jobs 
early because they want to work in 
other fields, where the pay might be 
better, he said. 
RICHARDSON CITED the example 
of a teacher receiving a salary of about 
$9,000 a year. For teaching 180 days, 
that person will average about six 
hours a day in the classroom, have a 
minimum of 30 students in a class and 
earn less than 28 cents an hour per 
student. That amount is less than most 
babysitters receive today, he noted. 
Many teaching positions have sup- 
plemental contracts attached to them 
which assign other duties such as 
coaching or advising yearbook or 
newspaper staffs, and some teachers do 
not want the extra responsibilities, he 
said. 
The University has been alerted to 
the shortage and the College of 
Education has initiated a selective 
See page flva 
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opinion, 
helmets save lives 
There are two schools of thought as to how far the government ought to 
go in restricting an individual's freedom of choice. Most people agree that 
a government should restrict freedom at the point where it begins in- 
fringing on another's rights. 
But the argument arises as to where to draw the line, if any, when an 
individual endangers only himself and not others. Some say such laws are 
unconstitutional; others claim they are necessary to save people from 
their own excesses. 
Ohio legislators will find themselves squarely in the middle of this 
dilemma Thursday when the House Transportation and Urban Affairs 
Committee will decide whether to enact pending legislation that would 
strengthen the motorcycle helmet law. 
Last year, the legislature repealed a 1968 law requiring helmets on all 
cyclists and replaced it with a helmet requirement for persons 18 and 
under and for "novice riders." 
Proponents who want to enact a new law similar to the 1968 law argue 
that fatalities and injuries will rise this year as the riding season 
progresses unless such a law is passed. 
State Rep. Frank Mahnic Jr., D-District 11, of Garfield Heights, the 
bill's sponsor, says that without helmets, the mortality rate in accidents 
involving motorcycles doubles, the injury rate triples and the severity of 
injuries increases by 400 percent. 
The reasons for a comprehensive helmet law are sound ones. 
First, a motorcycle, unlike an automobile compartment, is not enclosed 
in a protective steel cubicle, increasing the risk of being thrown from the 
cycle and sustaining serious bodily, facial and head injuries. 
Second, a motorcycle is less stable than a car and more susceptible to 
careless drivers, sharp turns, loose gravel and potholes. 
Finally, people cannot be counted on to purchase a helmet of their own 
volition and to use it. A helmet law with stiff fines for violators would 
protect people who don't realize or who don't acknowledge the potential 
hazards of motorcycling. 
We endorse Hep. Hahnic's proposal as a sensible one, and look at it not 
as an infringment of a person's civil rights as much as protection for 
cyclists against their own excesses. 
Sensible people will wear helmets when motorcycling whether there is 
a law or not. It is for those who do not have enough common sense to wear 
helmets in the first place that the law is designed to protect. 
national nolnmniHt.. 
harrisburg incident causes friends to part 
respond, 
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as 
opinions on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and 
guest columns. 
All correspondence should by typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those 
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone 
number for verification will be accepted. 
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns 
are not to be more than 60 typed lines. 
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that 
are deemed in bad taste, malicious or libelous. 
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106 
University Hall. 
(Messrs. Babcock  and   Wilcox, 
the    founders    of the nuclear 
design and construction firm that today 
bears their names, both died in the last 
century. If they were alive today, 
here's what might have happened.) 
WASHINGTON-As the builders of 
the Three Mile Island nuclear energy 
complex, Babcock and Wilcox have 
become household names. 
THE QUESTION people are asking 
is, who was to blame for the Three Mile 
Island incident-Babcock or Wilcox? 
Rumor has it that Babcock and Wilcox 
aren't talking to each other. They used 
to work in the same off ice, with their 
drafting boards facing each other, 
singing and joking all day long. But 
after the Harrisburg flap the friendship 
chilled and the men had a bitter fight, 
at which time each pointed the finger of 
guilt at the other. 
"I told you we should have put in an 
automatic valve in case the primary 
cooling system failed," Babcock said. 
"I did have an automatic cooling 
system, but you vetoed it because you 
said a manual valve was less ex- 
pensive," Wilcox retorted. 
"When did I say that?" 
"WHEN WE were eating in the 
cafeteria. I remember it well because 
you said if we were going to bring it in 
for $100 million, there was no sense 
throwing money away on a redundant 
valve." 
Babcock bristled. "I never said any 
such thing. I told you to do anything you 
wanted to as long as it made you 
happy." 
Wilcox said angrily, "While we're on 
the subject, how come you didn't know 
anything about the chance of a 
hydrogen bubble forming when the 
coolant was turned off?" 
"I knew about the hydrogen bubble 
problem. I told you about it at your 
daughter's wedding, and you said 
'Don't bother me with such details. I'm 
having a good time.'" 
WILCOX SAID, "You told me there 
was one chance In a million that a 
Art 
Buchwald 
hydrogen buble could form if the 
reactor overheated. You were always 
lousy at figuring odds.'" 
Babcock retorted, "Next you're going 
to tell me I was responsible for all the 
radioactive water being dumped into 
the auxiliary building." 
Wilcox said, "You were in charge of 
radioactive water. I was in charge of 
pumps." 
"Your pumps didn't work, Wilcox. 
That's why my radioactive water 
spilled all over the place.'' 
"MY PUMPS worked perfectly. It 
was the gauges you designed which 
made it impossible for the Three Mile 
engineers to guess that the reactor 
wasn't getting any water." 
Babcock said, "You never com- 
plained about my gauges before. You 
told the Three Mile Island people I was 
the best gauge designer in the 
business." 
"When you weren't drinking," Wilcox 
replied. 
"Oh, so now we're getting personal. 
Where were you the day we put in the 
fuel rods? At the Holiday Inn with your 
secretary, watching the Stanley Cup 
playoffs." 
"That's a lie, Babcock, and you know 
it. I was at the Holiday Inn working on 
the vent valves which, incidentally, 
worked where we needed them." 
BABCOCK FUMED, "I never told 
you this before, but I hated every 
moment I worked with you. You're a 
slob, Wilcox. You leave blueprints all 
over the place, you can't even draw a 
containment structure without blotting 
half the paper, and not once in all the 
years I've known you have you ever 
hung up your raincoat." 
Wilcox shouted, "I'm a slob? Who 
kept dropping uranium pellets on the 
floor, which I was always slipping on? 
You make me sick." 
"Okay, I think it's time we take 
separate offices. It's obvious we can 
never design another nuclear plant 
together again." 
"It suits me," Wlcoxsaid. "Iwon'tbe 
here when you get back. You can have 
custody of the Three Mile Island plant, 
but I get weekend visiting rights." 
"Here's the gold Geiger counter you 
gave me for Christmas, Wilcox. You 
know what you can do with it." 
(<-l 1979, Los Angeles Times Syn- 
dicate. 
guest column 
anti-nukes revive spirit of madison and Jefferson 
I'm sure by now that everyone has 
realized the Bowling Green Citizens for 
Safe Energy have declared war against 
nuclear energy. Yes, WAR! There, now 
that your worst fears have been af- 
firmed can we get on with the issue. 
Some have questioned our sincerity 
due to the fact that we seem similiar to 
the 60's anti-war movement. They ask if 
we really want nuclear power plants 
shut or if we are just trying to start a 
movement. There is no way you could 
have one without the other! We are so 
sincere in our efforts that we realize we 
Christa 
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must form a coalition and publicly 
protest. And we must protest now! 
There's the difference between this 
issue and other major issues in the past. 
Nuclear energy plants must be shut 
down now. We can't sit around and hope 
that the next president or the president 
after him will close the plants, by then 
it will be too late. 
That scares us. 
YES, WE are like the hippies and 
yippies of the 60's. Exactly. 
We are like the rebels who threw all 
that tea in Boston! Harbor |. Exactly. 
We are like our founding fathers who 
fought the American Revolution. 
Exactly. 
We are like the scholars who wrote 
the Declaration of Independence. 
Exactly. 
Like them and others, we are scared 
our freedom is being snatched out from 
under us. We are sure our lives are 
being jeopardized for the sake of 
someone's pocket And we understand 
the American system. The power of the 
people lies in their solidarity. We are 
solidifying the people. We have formed 
a movement. 
AT THE Festival of Life last Sunday, 
we had long hairs and short hairs. 
Every age, race, and political af- 
filiation was represented. Our stage 
show involved students, community 
members and professors. Except for 
many "No-Nuke" shirts, everyone was 
dressed differently. People wore 
anything from jeans to glowing skirts to 
clown suits to some of the funkiest 
attire ever seen. The lawn was filled 
with participators. A clean energy 
machine rode around on a bicycle with 
cards in the spokes. Many played 
frisbee, had picnics, gave speeches, 
wrote protests on balloons, sang and 
applauded. 
The personal statements against 
nuclear energy ranged in tone from 
Steve Vessey's purely factual oration to 
Rex Lowe's violent hammering of 
appliances. 
People left the festival feeling like 
they had a good time, and educational 
experience, and a new family. 
And if that reminds you of the 60's- 
GREAT! 
We re all for it. 
ANY MOVEMENT that ever at- 
tempted to perfect our country has to 
remind you of the 60's. There's only one 
way the people can implement change 
when they are up against an issue as big 
as nuclear energy, and that way has to 
be radical. 
We named an insurance company 
after  John  Hancock,  a   New  York 
avenue after James Madison and 
Thomas Jefferson has theoretically 
been canonized. People, read what 
these men signed! It is downright 
radical. 
All radical means is "favoring fun- 
damental or extreme change", and 
believe me we do. 
Lately, the issue has been are you 
pro-movement or anti-movement, with 
total disregard for what's being said. If 
you want a definite distinction between 
the anti-war movement and the No- 
Nuke movement, I'll give you one: Jerry 
Rubin, in his "Do It" book told us to 
i DON'T EVEN 
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screw his goal, look at his tactics. We 
are saying to screw our tactics, look at 
our goal. 
Before Steve Vessey, a biology 
professor at the University, gave his 
speech, he reminded us that he wasn't a 
hell-and-damnation speaker. He said 
all he had was facts. 
WELL THOSE facts alone were 
hellacious and damning enough. 
If you want to be scared of something, 
don't fear the possible reprisal of the 
60's, fear the facts surrounding nuclear 
energy. 
These facts scared 100,000 people into 
going to Washington and staging the 
hugest protest march in American 
history. They went there because they 
were sure nuclear power plants had to 
be shut, not because they felt like 
wearing psychedelic pants and tie-die 
shirts. 
If you want to get emotional, don't get 
emotional over the facts of the issue. 
I'm sure once you understand what 
propaganda has been fed to the 
American public, you'll join us on our 
next crusade. 
The Bowling Green Citizens for Safe 
Energy are as patriotic as George 
Washington   ever   was.   We   love 
America. It is indeed the land of the 
free and the home of the brave. Right 
now, the brave are rising up and 
demanding that corporations be not 
allowed to take away our feedom. 
WE WILL not stand by and allow 
them to commit genocide on an entire 
human race. 
We have enough faith in America to 
know that somehow, someway, we will 
shut every plant down and preserve the 
good name of our country. 
Can a protest movement do any 
good? 
Check your history books, it's the 
only thing that's ever worked. 
CHECK THE recent Bowling Green 
and Toledo papers. We have shut-down 
all the Babcock-Wilcox plants. 
Cosmetic or not, they're shut down. 
There are still two sad points though. 
One is that damage has already been 
done by these monsters that no dollar in 
the world can repair. And the other is 
that we have a heck of a lot more plants 
to close down before we'll rest. 
But we will- we'll close every damn 
one-1 promise you. We are that radical. 
Christa Peters is i student at the 
University. 
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briefs 3,000 applications rejected 
'Back to School' seminar 
A course for adults of non-traditional college age considering attending 
college will be offered from 7:30-9:30 p.m. on four consecutive Thursdays 
beginning tomorrow at the Center for Continued Learning, 194 S. Main St. The 
course, Titled "Back to School," will be conducterd by Suzanne Crawford, 
director, and Maryanna Bognar, associate director of the Center. Registration 
fee is IIS. For registration and information call the center at 372-0363. 
Windsurfing demonstration 
A windsurfing demonstration will be held from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30p.m. today 
at the Student Recreation Center lagoon. The presentation, which will explain 
handling of the wind-driven surf-boards with sails, will be taught by Missie 
Nicholson, a wind surfer from Florida. The workshops are free and public. 
Monetary fund lecture 
•'The International Monetary Fund and Developing Nations," will be the 
topic of a lecture to be given at 2:30 p.m. today in 112 Business Administration 
Bldg. by T. Ainsworth Harewood. Harewood is alternate executive director of 
the International Monetary Fund and has worked in several positions with 
foreign governments and corporations. The address is free and public. 
Spring Music Conference 
The University College of Musical Arts will host the 1979 Spring Music Con- 
ference sponsored by District I of the Ohio Music Education Association 
(OMEAI today in the University Union. Registration begins at 8 a.m., followed 
by workshops on choral music reading, music teaching techniques, choral 
techniques, using piano and guitar in the classroom, band techniques and 
others. 
The keynote address will be given at 1:15 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom by Dr. 
James Mason, national president of the Music Education. Registration fees 
are $1 for students and professional members of OMEA District 1, $3 for student 
OMEA members not in District 1 and $5 for professional OMEA members not in 
the District 1. 
University enrollment on upswing 
By Betsy Sawyer 
The Office of Admissions has ac- 
cepted 3,600 freshman for fall quarter- 
102 more than this year's freshman 
class. 
"The number of applicants is 
greater, but the closing date is exactly 
the same," John W. Martin, of the 
Office of Admissions, said about 
enrollment at the University. 
May 11 is the last day for students 
who plan to live on campus to apply to 
the University. 
Martin said the University has 
received more than 6,600 applications 
since it began accepting them last 
October. At this time last year, 6,500 
applications had been submitted. 
Admission to the College of Business 
Administration closed in April, and 
Martin said it has closed earlier every 
year for the last four years. 
ALTHOUGH THE University has 
seen a number of non-traditional 
students {25 to 40 years old), Martin 
said he didn't believe they were a factor 
in the increase. "They apply later, 
because most of them commute." 
He said the applications came 
primarily from students graduating 
from high school. 
Martin said there were a few reasons 
for the upswing in enrollment for the 79- 
80 term. He attributed the increase to 
programs instituted by the Office 
Admissions, faculty and staff 
throughout the University. 
THE COLLEGE OF Arts and 
Sciences launched a massive letter- 
writing campaign, directing personal 
letters to admitted students and 
corresponding with those in the 
"pending category." 
The College of Education has a 
selectuve recruitment porgram for 
high school seniors with good grade 
point averages. Three times a year, the 
.Office of Admissions sends out a 
newsletter to high school guidance 
offices to inform prospective students 
about the University and to invite them 
to tour the campus or attend College 
Night-a night planned by Admissions 
to acquaint incoming students with the 
University. 
Although admissions will close May 
11, prospective freshmen who plan to     also   will   receive   a   supplemental 
commute can apply until September 1.       scholarship from the University. 
MARTIN SAID that the May 11 
closing date does not apply to recipients 
of the Ohio Academic Scholarship 
{$1,000 scholarships awarded by the 
state). Students who receive the award 
Students who apply after May 11 have 
the alternatives of enrolling at the 
University's Firelands Branch Campus 
in Huron or beginning college at the 
start of winter quarter. 
Seniors set record at pledge banquet 
Charities profit from University fund raising 
by Paula Winslow 
managing editor 
What others lack, the University 
Chairities Board and Greek Life are 
giving away. During the 1978-79 
academic year, the groups have raised 
nearly $14,000 for local and national 
charities. 
The Charities Board has distributed 
about $4,000 it raised through its three 
main events to 29 organizations. 
The largest contributor to this year's 
total was the board's annual bike 
auction, held last month, according to 
Gregory DeCrane board advisor and 
Student Activities director. The sale of 
more than 75 bicycles and other items 
collected at the University Lost and 
Found brought in a record total of 
$2,540. 
Despite the record auction intake, the 
board's contributions fall more than 
$1,000 from the 1977-78 total, DeCrane 
noted. He attributed the decrease to the 
bad pumpkin harvest last fall which 
prevented the board's annual pumpkin 
sale, which usually raises about $200. 
ANOTHER CONTRIBUTING factor 
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Good thru May 18, 1979 
to the decline was that the 1979 
Charities Week, including Mardi Gras, 
raised $1,120, down more than $1,000 
from 1978. 
Local charities receiving funds from 
the board ranged from Woodlane 
School to United Christian Fellowship 
Community Services to the Toledo Big 
Sisters. National organizations 
receiving donations include Project 
Hope, March of Dimes, the World 
Wildlife Fund and others. 
University fraternities and sororities 
raised $9,995 during fall 1978 and winter 
1979, about $700 less than was raised 
during the entire 1977-78 academic 
year. 
Vic J. Boschini, graduate assistant 
for Greek Life, said that he expects the 
greeks to exceed last year's total after 
totals for charity events to be held this 
spring are compiled. 
Boschini explained that each 
fraternity and sorority sponsors a 
charity as its special project and raises 
funds through various events, such as 
marathons or Greek Week, which is in 
progress this week. Charities receiving 
donations from Green Life include 
Wood County Heart Fund, American 
Cancer Society and others. 
THE FLORIDA Fling raffle last 
winter, sponsored by the Alpha Sigma 
Phi fraternity and Alpha Phi sorority, 
was the biggest source of funds this 
year, raising a total of $2,134, Boschini 
said. 
The fraternity and sorority that 
raises the most money for charity 
receives an award at the annual in- 
terfraternity and Panhellenic council 
banquet, he said. 
RSA members evaluate 
group's initial appeal 
By Carol Geesy 
Members of Resident Student Association iRSA) discussed last night how 
they heard of the organization, why they came and why they continue to come. 
Debra J. Shultz, freshman, said she was interested in campus activities so 
she went to several RSA mee'ines. She said she compared Student Government 
Association with RSA. and like'1 RSA better. 
"I was most impressed witn iiSA. Our format is relaxed, but I think we still 
get done what we need to." she said. 
Edward S. Roberts said he does not feel RSA has done everything it could, but 
added. "There's a lot of potential." 
JOHN R. BILTZ said he was elected to be RSA representative by the 
residence hall council of his dormitory. He said he thinks all halls should elect 
RSA representatives. 
Laurie A. Huffman, freshman, said Doug Thomas. RSA vice president and 
president-elect, contacted her during the first week to tell her about the 
meeting. 
"I stayed because I was really impressed with the people here," she said. 
Patricia D. Sullivan explained her involvement with RSA. saying. "1 enjoy 
listening to what the other halls are doing and what the group as a whole is 
doing." 
MARIBETH GRIFFIN, publicity coordinator and vice president elect, cited 
RSA's strong points as her reason for involvement. "I come because it's a 
moving organization, a place 1 come to and feel I accomplish something." 
Rick A. Haught. RSA president, said the discussion is the first part of an 
evaluation to give the new executive board direction for next year. He said he 
plans to call persons who came to only a few meetings to find out why they quit 
attending. 
Also at the meeting, the North Atlantic Affiliate of College and University 
Residence Halls conference, which was held last weekend, was praised and the 
events were related. 
Huffman said the Ohio delegation decided at the conference to remain in the 
North Atlantic region instead of switching to the Great takes region because 
members feel thev can accomplish more where they are. 
THOMAS SAID he participated in many good programs about resolving 
personal conflicts on campus and strengthening organizations, among other 
topics. 
Haught said he learned of several ideas for programs from the convention. 
and noted that other universities charge each resident directly to get money for 
programs. 
If each student was charged 50 cents, RSA could raise $4,000, Haught said. 
The RSA programming budget now comes from the residence life office's 
budget, according to Ted Nichols, RSA advisor. 
Thomas said other residence hall associations do programming similar to 
what the Union Activities Organization does at the University, so RSA is in a 
different financial situation and has a different purpose. At the national con- 
vention May 24-27. he said he will try to discover what other universities have 
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Spring Fling 
The annual commuter/off campus spring fling will be held on this 
Friday. May 11, at the Hydraulic Room on Lehman Ave. Refresh- 
ments and music will be provided. All off campus students are 
welcome. The party will run from 8:00 p.m. to midnight. Tickets are 
$1 in advance (available at the commuter center office) and $1.50 
at the door. 
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Wet Willie 
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Cult converts face mind control 
Flo Conway 
by Paul 0' Donnell 
Reverend Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church, Hare 
Krishna, the Church of Scientology, the Divine light 
Mission and The Way International are all organizations 
which are using mind control techniques to convert 
millions to these growing "cults," according to Flo 
Conway and Jim Siegelman. 
Conway and Siegelman co-authors of the book "Snap- 
ping: America's Epidemic of Sudden Personality 
Change," spoke last night to a sparse crowd of about 250 
persons in the Grand Ballroom, Union, on the topic 
"Snapping: Sudden Personality Change in Religious 
Cults, Mass Marketed Therapies and Everyday Life." 
Conway said cults gain control of people's minds 
through a three-step process; recruitment, conversion 
and auto-suggestion, or self-hypnosis. She used Moon as 
an example of the recruitment and conversion process. 
"IN THE RECRUITMENT process, Rev. Moon uses 
very, very colorful emotions that no one can refuse 
responding too," Conway said. 
She said these positive emotions are thus engaged in the 
person, resulting in trust of cult leaders and members. 
Siegelman said Moon's recruiting process is very 
deceptive, citing more than 20 fronts used by Moon. 
The conversion process takes place when recruits are 
persuaded to spend a weekend retreat with cult members, 
Conway said. It is during this time that the recruits are 
"love bombed," she said. 
"NO INDIVIDUAL is allowed to be alone. They are not 
able to pull themselves away," Conway said. 
"TTiis process is so powerful, you can't even imagine," 
Siegelman, a Cleveland native, said. "They don't use any 
physical coercion or drugs, but it is extremely effective." 
The third and most crucial step in the overall con- 
version process is auto-suggestion. 
Siegelman said it is because of auto-suggestion that 
members cannot walk out on a cult. Using the Hare 
Krishna sect as an example, he said the key is not the 
chant, but the number of times it is repeated. 
"WHAT HAPPENS in auto-suggestion is that the chant 
is going on all of the time in the person's mind," 
Siegelman said. "Whenever something foreign is en- 
countered, members 'tune-in' to the chant." 
All cults have some variation of auto-suggestion or self- 
hypnosis, he added. 
The long-term effect of the self-hypnotizing process is 
what the pair said concerns them the most. 
"Trie human system is affected by the state of mind," 
Conway said. "Research has proven that those who have 
been in this state of mind for a long time either become 
vegetables or kill themselves." Jim Siegalman 
Unemployment no problem for MFA graduates 
by Jim Flick 
stall reporter 
"I know of no unemployed writers who've graduated from 
here with a Master of Fine Arts degree," Phillip F. O'Connor, 
professor of English in Creative Writing, said. 
Many have been hired at other universities. 
Michael Malone, for instance, is teaching at the University 
of Illinois' Chicago Circle Campus. Since earning his MFA 
from the University in 1975, he has won national awards for 
short fiction, according to O'Connor. 
Tony Ardizzone, one of Malone's classmates, holds a 
faculty postion at Old Dominion College. His first novel, "In 
the Name of the Father," was published by Doubleday & Co. 
last year. 
ANITA SKEEN I MFA, 1971) and Stephen and Jeanine 
Hathaway (both earned their MFA in 1973) are teaching at 
Wichita State University. 
Bob Steiner, (MFA, 1971) teaches in the Department of 
Comparative Literature at the University of Massachusetts 
He was the first University MFA graduate to publish a novel, 
O'Connor said. 
Several MFA graduates have published books, stories and 
poems regularly since leaving the University. Karen Loeb, 
«  
for instance, has published at least 12 short stories since 
earning her MFA in 1976, and Tom DeHaven's "Freaks 
Galore" was published by Avon as an original paperback 
novel. 
ONE OF THE creative writing graduate program's drop- 
outs is becoming a successful writer. Fred Zackel was one of 
the first students in the program after it started in 1969, but 
never earned his degree. 
When "Publishers Weekly" listed its top 25 new novelists 
last fall, Zackel's name was among them. His "Cocaine and 
Blue Eyes" (Coward-McCann, 1978) was mentioned 
favorably in "Time's" book section. 
"Ross MacDonald (the bestselling mystery writer) liked 
Zackel's stuff and put his own publisher onto him," O'Connor 
explained. 
WHILE JIM POWELL (MFA, 1976) hasn't made his mark 
as a writer yet, he's putting his degree to use as a member of 
the Indiana Arts Council. 
"Powell is setting up the biggest program for creative 
writing in Indiana," O'Connor said. "It's a very ambitious 
project." Powell's project would bring writers into schools 
and communities throughout Indiana. 
If you think congressmen tell a lot of fictions, maybe it's 
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least one, that is. Alan Holder (MFA 1975) is now working in a 
New Jersey congressman's office. 
ONE MFA graduate stayed in Bowling Green. Tom Lorenz, 
one of the very first to earn an MFA in 1971, is now a writer- 
editor in the University's Publications Office and has 
published several short stories. 
This is probably not a complete list of honors won by the 
creative writing graduate program's alumni, O'Connor said, 
simply beause the creative writing department does not keep 
comprehensive records. 
"We're our own worst publicist," he laughed, adding that 
the department often learns about the fate of its graduates by 
chancing to read about in literary journals. 
THOUGH MEASURING the success of their graduates is 
difficult, the faculty of the creative writing graduate 
program is pleased with their results. 
■We've graduated about 120 people total, and a good 
percentage of them have had significant publication," 
O'Connor said. Twenty-four have published books in the last 
five years alone. 
One measure of the programs's success is the recom- 
mendations it receives from other universities. "Good 
writers at other universities often recommend that their 
students come here," O'Connor said. "In fact, the academic 
CONGRATULATIONS 
DAN DAVIS 
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world is in awe of us. We're the most distinguished creative 
writing program in the country." 
HE ADDED THAT the University of Iowa's creative 
writing program-for many years the only one in the country 
and still the largest-is stagnating. O'Connor pointed out that 
a much higher percentage of the University's MFA alumni 
have been published and have received awards than have the 
University of Iowa's alumni. 
Because of the creative writing program's standing in the 
academic world, competition is fierce for the six graduate 
student positions it awards each year, according to O'Con- 
nor. 
"Since we're dealing with the cream of the crop, we can 
afford to be selective," O'Connor boasted. 
"IN TERMS OF quality, our graduates have certainly done 
very well," Howard McCord, director of the Creative Writing 
program, agreed. "It's hard to tell, but we've been in 
business for 10 years now and have had good results." 
McCord added that many years may pass before the true 
success of the program is known because writers take a long 
time to master their craft. 
"Writers take a while to hit their stride," McCord said. 
"But based on the success we've had, we have reason to be 
optimistic about their futures." 
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Searching for Leadership 
Carter not nation's savior says UPI reporter 
By Bart Porter 
"Americans are looking for leadership and don't seem to be receiving it" 
Richard Growald, national editor of United Press International (UPI), said 
during a lecture last night. 
The lecture, titled' "The American People Today, the Election Tomorrow, and 
the Foreign Policy in the Future," was concerned with current problems in 
America and what impact these dilemmas might have in the future. The 
presentation was sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of 
Journalism and the political science department. 
According to Growald, who was a foreign correspondent for 17 years and 
senior UPI White House reporter during the Ford administration, "Economic 
and political problems are what is evident in American society today." 
"People aren't concerned with national and foreign policy," but tend to think 
about what is more pertinent to their personal lives, Growald said. 
"AMERICANS WANT solutions to their problems and are looking for 
somebody to lead them, not just a man on a white horse," he added. 
Growald, author of a regular column titled "We Americans," stated that the 
economic fear that is present today stems from the Watergate scandal, which 
affected both foreign policy and domestic trust. 
"National confidence has fallen," Growald said, adding that and President 
Carter did not turn out to be the savior of the nation he appeared to be. 
The outcome of this will be a "fantastic election year" in 1980, he said. 
GROWALD SAID he believed Carter will be the favorite of the Democratic 
Party in 1980, but other candidates like Sen. Edward Kennedy and California 
Gov. Edmund G. Brown also will be in the running. 
"The Republicans sense a chance to get back into office in 1980" Growald 
said, predicting that Texas Gov. John Connally would have the best chance on 
the Republican ticket. 
Growald said he felt Connally would make an "excellent administrator" who 
would be convincing to to the people and get along well with Congress. 
"No one loves Connally," Growald added, "but he is a very impressive man." 
GROWALD ALSO said the 1980 election would be interesting because 
Americans have put Watergate aside and "want some of the pre-Watergate 
election atmosphere." 
If a Republican candidate is elected president in the next election, Growald 
speculated that Henry Kissinger would probably be brought back as Secretary 
of State. 
This action would please the media, Growald said, because Kissinger was an 
official who told more to the press than anyone else in government. 
Growald said he believed it would be good if Kissinger was placed in office 
once again, because Secretary of State Cyrus Vance "doesn't possess 
Kissinger's flair or his success." 
HOWEVER, GROWALD added that as reporters, he and his colleagues had 
no way of determining whether or not the information Kissinger gave them was 
"truth or fantasy." 
On the subject of foreign affairs, Growald said that Kissinger has cooperated 
with Carter and Vance, but hasn't "committed himself to any action." 
Growald also mentioned Carter's involvement in the Israeli-Egyption peace 
treaty, claiming that the main issue of the Middle East is not the conflict 
between Arabs and Jews, but revolves around the area's oil resources. 
Growald described the treaty as "a minor step in a terrible problem, and not 
a major step to peace." 
IN THE HANDLING of other diplomatic decisions, Growald pointed out the 
attitudes and problems of Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Soviet Union, but 
said Carter "handled the situations no worse than any other president would 
have." 
"Carter's biggest mistake was not getting along with Congress" Growald 
said, adding that the President "surrounded himself with second-rate people 
who let him down; he was too loyal to them.'' 
Growald said that in 1980 the American people will be looking for a man with 
more clout and experience in government than Carter, and predicted that the 
next election would be determined by economic -..id domestic affairs.'' 
"God help the next president of the United States because that person will 
have many Important troubles to deal with in the coming years," he concluded. Richard Growald 
Teachers .From page one. 
recruitment campaign aimed at Ohio 
senior high school students, Richardson 
said. 
JAMES M. HODGE, assistant 
director of the program advisement 
office in the College of Education, 
explained that the high school 
recruitment program involves com- 
puter selection of seniors who have 
applied to the University; those who 
have indicated an interest in teaching; 
those who have high ACT scores and 
grade point averages; and those who 
rank high in their class. 
He said that these students are told 
about the education program, invited to 
campus to talk to an advisor and given 
a special tour. 
The first purpose of this selective 
recruitment is to get high-caliber 
students in contact with the faculty and 
programs in the College of Education, 
Hodge said. 
Admissions figures for the College of 
Education, as of two weeks ago, in- 
dicated that the number of freshmen 
admitted to the University who intend 
to be teachers is five percent higher 
than it was a year ago, Elsass said. 
He added that the decline in the 
teacher enrollment at the University 
and across the state may be leveling 
off. 
Campus Security stops impromptu concert 
By Julie Stephens 
University students almost were treated to 
another free concert by Rob Fick and Endsloy 
Price Monday night on the lawn between Kreischer 
and Harshman Quads, until Campus Safety and 
Security halted it. 
According to William R. Bess, director of 
Campus Safety and Security, more than seven 
complaints were received about the impromptu 
concert Sunday night. The complaints were made 
because it was on a school night during quiet 
hours, he said. 
Bess explained why action was not taken Sunday 
night. "When there are 300 people there, what are 
you going to do?" he said. 
"We were told that they were thinking about 
setting up again yesterday," he said. Con- 
sequently. Bess told officers to prohibit Fick and 
Price from setting up their equipment. 
OFFICERS ARRIVED at the northeast corner 
of the pond between the two quads when the two 
men were setting up their equipment Twenty 
people had already gathered. 
Bess said they were not allowed to play because 
they did not have the University's approval. 
"It is my understanding that they iFick and 
Price) were quite cooperative," Bess said. 
RICHARD LENHART, assistant vice provost 
for student activities and affairs, said, "most 
events are supposed to be approved by Space 
Assignments or myself." This is to keep outside 
people from coming in and taking advantage of 
University students," he added. 
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant vice provost for 
residence life, explained that anyone who wants to 
do anything at the University has to get the 
University's approval first. 
"USUALLY WE DON'T give permission to any 
group that wants to come on campus." she said. 
"Nobody can come on campus and use it for their 
own personal purposes." 
According to Bess, Fick and Price said that they 
would contact Student Services and try to set 
something up in the future. 
Some residents from Kreischer-Darrow con- 
tacted Lenhart and asked to have a concert 
Memorial Day weekend. 
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Northern Folding Pro Hair Dryer 
reg .12.99 1Q.99 
Sunday   10:00-8:00 Mother's Day      May 13 
6 The BG News 5-9-79 
day in review. 
Energy plan may have received fatal blow 
WASHINGTON (AP)--President 
Carter's attempts to pick up votes for 
his standby gasoline rationing plan 
backfired as the Senate Energy 
Committtee dealt the plan what could 
be a fatal blow. 
The committee recommended 
rejection of last-minute attempts by the 
administration to modify the plan to 
make it more attractive to Congress. 
The 12-6 committee vote startled 
Senate leaders since the panel had 
backed the original version of Carter's 
plan by a 9-6 margin last month. 
IN   ADDITION  TO  rejecting   the 
Six months needed to institute new action 
modifications, the committee also 
voted 10-6 yesterday to withdraw its 
earlier approval of the first plan. 
"It certainly doesn't enhance its 
chances," conceded Senate Democratic 
Leader Robert C. Byrd of West 
Virginia. "I admit I was surprised by 
this vote." 
White House lobbyists huddled with 
Senate leaders to see if there was a way 
out of the predicament. Further 
modifications were viewed as one 
possibility. 
AT   THE   WHITE   HOUSE,   press 
secretary Jody Powell denounced what 
he called the selfishness of individual 
members of Congress. 
"What we are seeing thus far is a 
situation in which the welfare of the 
entire nation is being jeopardized by a 
squabble...over the desire or desires of 
this or that particular interest or this or 
that particular state...for a few gallons 
more," Powell said. 
Powell said it would be "total 
foolishness" for Congress to fail to 
enact a rationing plan and predicted 
that without such a plan, California's 
current gasoline crunch could be 
repeated on a national scale and with 
far more devastating effects. 
A VOTE PLANNED BY full Senate 
on the standby plan was postponed 
yesterday while behind-the-scenes 
negotiations were under way. 
"We obviously don't have the votes" 
on the floor, said Sen. Henry M. 
Jackson, D-Wash., the energy com- 
mittee chairman. 
A 1975 law required the president to 
propose a standby rationing plan for 
use in emergencies and gave Congress 
60 days to act on it. 
Cincy police protest unsafe work conditions 
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati 
police, saddened and angered by the 
death of fellow officer Melvin Henze-the 
fourth policeman to die in the line of 
duty in 10 months-walked off their jobs 
yesterday to protest the conditions they 
say helped kill him. 
About 700 law enforcement officers, 
some of them wiping away tears, stood 
in ranks as Henze's casket was carried 
into St. Catherine's Church during 
morning services. 
After the casket was taken to the 
grave and prayers were read, many of 
those same officers drove their cruisers 
to Gty Hall, parked and locked them in 
the middle of the street. To the cheers 
of crowds of onlookers they marched to 
police headquarters where they threw 
their car keys at a statue honoring the 
department's dead. 
IT WAS NOT immediately known 
how many of the officers in the 1,000- 
officer department would remain off 
work. 
City Manager William Donaldson did 
not immediately call for outside help. 
"We're supposed to be the wedge 
between good and evil," said one 
weeping police officer, when asked why 
he had voted to participate in the 
"stress day." 
"WE'RE SUPPOSED TO BE the foe 
of evil. All the noble titles that they've 
given us. 
"But it's just too much. It's starting 
to take its toll. Even a cat has nine 
lives, and we've lost eight already." 
Henze was killed Saturday while 
trying to apprehend Percy Wilson, who 
was sought in connection with a 
disturbance the day before. 
HE WAS THE EIGHTH Cincinnati 
police officer to die in the line of duty in 
five years. 
"These men are feeling a com- 
bination of emotions. They're hurt. 
They're sad. They're confused," said 
Lt. Lawrence Whalen. 
"Maybe it's just too long that they've 
suppressed these feelings. But now 
they're saying, 'It ends here. There will 
be no more.'" 
DONALDSON, IN A NEWS con- 
ference, called the Henze shooting a 
' 'stupid, senseless violent kind of evil." 
"This job action is another kind of 
evil," said Donaldson. "It is 
disobedience of sworn duty. It is 
disobedience of contract." 
The city manager urged residents to 
show discretion in calling for police, but 
said there would be a skeleton crew 
available to answer emergency calls. 
THE OFFICERS WERE TOLD by 
Fraternal Order of Police President 
Elmer Dunaway not to return to work 
until after City Council meets today. 
Officers and a group of police wives 
have announced plans to march to 
council to press police safety im- 
provements including body armor, 
improved weapons and two officer 
patrols. 
photo by AP 
Two-year-old Dusty Lee Patrick stares out at the world from the 
shoulder of her mother, April. The West Union youngster was 
found to have three cancerous tumors in her frail body In February 
and must spend one week a month at Cincinnati's Childrens 
Hospital for chemotherapy treatments. She and her mother were 
in Midd leiown last week to meet a group of teenagers who plan to 
hold benefits performances to help the Patricks with the 
staggering cost ol treatment. 
Kravitz's brother discusses effects of kidnap-slaying 
MAYFIELD HEIGHTS, (AP) - The younger 
brother of Cleveland supermarket executive Julius 
Kravitz told reporters yesterday the family has been 
too busy dealing with the emotional shock of the 
kidnap-slaying to discuss many details of the ab- 
duction. 
Milton Kravitz was the first family member to 
appear before the news media since the kidnapping 
and shootings a week ago. He held a news conference 
at Hillcrest Hospital, where Georgene Kravitz is 
hospitalized in satisfactory condition with gunshot 
wounds in both arms. 
Kravitz praised the news media for its coverage, 
but urged reporters to "leave Mrs. Kravitz alone for a 
while." He said surgery will be performed on her left 
arm later this week. 
HE SAID SHE WAS getting along fairly well but 
her mental outlook was "typical of someone who just 
lost a loved one." 
"It is impossible to discuss details related to the 
case itself," Kravitz said, "because we don't want to 
do anything to prejudice the case or trial, or prevent 
the defendants from getting a fair trial." 
Prosecutors are continuing to prepare their case 
against John A. File, 26, and Michael G. Levine, 35, 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 

















This Corner Kitchen Special features 
unlimited salad bar, choice of potato, 
oven warm roll, and all the shrimp you 
can eat. 
$ 
FRIDAY DINNER: FISH FRY 




Winner of the 
Tim Smith Award 





For All of Us 
the side door 
(university union) 
tonight 
day for night 
starring Jacqueline bisset 
6 p.m. free 
thurs. 6 fri. 
coffeehouse 
j^dove rudolf 
free coffee 6 tea 
8:00 p.m. S.50 
Saturday 
disco with j.r. 
your last chance 
for romance in the side door 
9-1 a.m. S.50 
I Iprncrmtcl^cnl 
\|,     Corner Clough • Main Bowling Green    /»■ 
SUBS 
Whether you want an Italian. 
Roas' Beet. Mam. Meatball. 
Salami or Vegetarian Sub we 
make your sub to order, with 
your choice ol Onions. Lettuce, 
nahan Dressing, Puiaor 
Horseradish Sauce, Katsup, 
Mustard, or Mayonnaise at no 
e«lracharg<> 
Also American or Mo/farella 
Cheese & Tomatoes available 






1-24 week pregnancy 
terminated by 
Licensed Gynecologist 
cuoii TOOVJK »»e» 
»INMT**CILITIII*NO 
MOoe»MT»rMHiou«« 
CALL TOLL FUSS 
$00-362-120$ 
DUTIES OF A TRAINED 
PARALEGAL 
D TRIAL ASSISTANT 
D LEGAL INVESTIGATOR 
D INTERVIEW WITNESSES 
D REAL ESTATE 
□ LEGAL RESEARCH 
D INSURANCE AOJUSTOR 




Ohio Paralegal Institute 
1001 Euclid Ave. Cleveland, OH 44115 
Ohio Reg. No. 71 09-0093T 
x Cict Your 
k       wSummcrWork 
fv  !!!!! ANYTHING BUT AVERAGE !!!!!! < 
R     (afc I.*. £249 EACH WEEK     i 
~/ You're Away From School \. 
•j: \lio\r Avcratfe Opportunity  1 or ILml-Working 
( ollcge Student. /  , 
■/ UJL APPLICATION'S CONSIDERED N " 4. 
IntcrvLcwoarc liciui! held al 
V FALCON PLAZA HOTEL. MEETING ROOM *61 V» 
? K)|)\1 and riU'RSDAi at 12:00,4:00 A S:OOPM 
*TW w v/ v.w w www \ 
ATTENTION SCIENCE MAJORS 
II you're undecided about what to do after 
graduation, consider RCA CORPORATIONS 
SEMICONDUCTOR facility in nearby Findlay, 
Ohio. 
We are interested in talking with people who 
have or will be obtaining Science degrees 
especially in Chemistry and Physics to hecome 
part of our Engineering Staff in the exacting 
science of INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
MANUFACTURING. 
For a personal interview, call Bill Stanton 
collect at (419) 423-0321 ext. 433. 




DISCOUNT PRICES AT 
ALL THREE THEATRES 
TUESDAY •THURSDAY 
STUDENT  NIGHTS! 
All SIUDINTS 




















Fall Rush sign-up  for all interested women 
is beginning on May 2 in 315 Student Services 
The hours are 9:30-12:30 a.m. Mon. thru Thurs., 
1:30-4:30 p.m. Mon. thru Wed. 
There is a '2.50 registration fee.  At least a 2.2 accum 
average is required. 
Sponsored by Panhelienic Council. 
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Mon., Tue., & Wed. 
nights 
are 
2 for 1 at Bojangles 
Red Light Specials 
3 for 1 
Thur., Fit, G Sat. 
SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS 
Greek Lightning 
presents the 






400 NAPOLEON WD. 
Low Summer and Fall Rates 
Low Utility Bills 
MANAGEMENT THAT REALLY CARES ABOUT YOU 
WILL BE OPEN SAT. APRIL 28, 10-3 
PHONE US NOW 352-9135 
NEW HOURS   MAY: 
9-6 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 10-3 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
The Best Deal 
Roy Rogers 
DRIVE THRU 
300 E. Wooster. B.G.O. 
2741 Woodville Rd., Toledo 
10:30 a.m. .S^^'w^:'} 
SAVE 40* 
May 9 
Wednesday Roast Beef Special $1,59 
campus calendar 
be held.  Forum,  Student 
THURSDAY 
May*, 1979 
Interview Schedules -7 30a.m. 
Sign ups lor business interviews wtl 
Services. 
Baptist Student Union 18 20a.m. 
Devotions, Open to all  Prout Cafeteria. 
Club Pool Swim   9.30 II.30a m 
Open to all eligible to use the Center  Free Student Rec Center. 
Cooper Pool Swim- 11:30a.m. 1 30p.m. 
Open to all eligible to use the Center  Free. Student Rec Center 
Careers in Home Economics   II 30a.m. 3:30pm. 
Careers In the field will be discussed. Open to all  Living Center, 
Home Economics. 
Club Pool Swim   1:304:30pm 
Open to all eligible to use the Center Free. Student Rec Center. 
CCDC Program   2:30 p.m. 
"Goals and  Values   What's Right  (or Wrong) for Me" will be 
discussed. Sponsored by Counseling and Career Development 
Center Preregisfration requested Open to all 320 Student Ser 
vices. 
Geophysical Society  3 30p.m. 
Dr Thomas Cobb of the physics department will speak on 
"Energy Policy impact Analyzing Simulator and Its Use " Open 
toad 330Math Sciences 
introductory SAS seminar   4 30 5:30p.m. 
Must be registered with ACCS office, 241 Math Science. 
Greek Week Event 6pm 
"Thank  God it's Greek Week" songfest. Free and open to all. 
Anderson Arena. 
Alpha Lambda Omega  7 p.m. 
Mr. Ed Lepolt. manager of the Sylvania Racquet Club, will speak 
at the meeting. Open to an  105 Business Administration. 
Beta Alpha Psi  7 30 p m 
Reactions to the CPA exam will be discussed Open to all members 
of the Accounting Club and Beta Alpha Psi Alumni Room, Union. 
Sailing Club   9:30pm 
Meeting open to all. 224 Math Sciences. 
classifieds 
LOST 4 FOUND  
Found 6 keys 4gold 2 silver 
Between Stadium & Ice Arena 
Call 372 3*32. 
SERVICESOFFERED ~ 
Pregnant or might be? Offer 
confidential help. Free pregnant 
test & info regarless of age, 
status Toledo 241 9131 Fostoria 
435   1 775 Tiffin 447 8681 
Fremont 3q4 9079.  
Pregnancy Aid ft. Under 
standing. EMPA. 352 2143 8.35? 
9393  
PERSONALS  
The Sisters of Alpha Xi Oelta 
would like to congratulate Barb 
Boxler for receiving the Gaval 
award at the T.F C. Banquet. 
Lil Sis' & Pledges thanks much 
for ypur help in getting the house 
ready for the Cocktail Party Sat. 
The house looked great & we 
know who to thank. Brothers of 
Zeta Beta Tau. 
Pikes    Get  psyched for  Greek 
Week!? The Alpha Xi's.  
Delta Zetas, Kappa Sigs get your 
voices ready (or our sing tonight' 
The Greek Wizard says we're otf 
to win the top awards Zebes. 
Dennis. Well, old timer, how does 
it feel to be a quarter of a century 
old? Happy B Day! Karen 
Alpha Chi Omega, lets get 
psyched for the SongFest 
tonight. The Phi Taus. 
Soft Contact Lenses tor only 
99V ! Walk in with glasses, walk- 
out with lenses-same day (most 
patients). Cory Optical, 190 S. 
Main, Suite H, upstairs in the 
Mini  Mall.   (Stop in or call for 
appt., 354-1044.)  
The Greek Wizard says thanks to 
Sue L & Karen Z on your hard 
work on our banner Your help on 
such  short  notice  was  greatly 
appreciated. 
Congratulations Jamie 
Good Luck m the future. Vic. 
Sig Eps, congratulations on your 
second place Beta finish. Have a 
Great Greek Week! Love, Pikes. 
Frank & Linda, congratulations 
on  your   Kappa   Sigma Gamma 
Phi Beta lavaliering  Good luck 
•n  the  luture    The  Kappa   Sig 
Brothers. 
ANITA ULLMAN Good Luck in 
the Miss Southeastern Ohio 
pageant We're all excited for 
you & are behind you ail the 
way!! Love, Your Xi Sisters 
Congratulations to Frankie, Nob, 
Nib, Circky, Zooman, Pad 
dywagon & Burny on your good 
showing at the Beta. The Kappa 
Sig Brothers. 
TOM BERTRAMS 
congratulations on your newest 
title All Fraternity Athlete Of the 
Year. You deserve it more than 
anyone. Love, Teri. 
DIANE, congratulations on 
becoming an active Alpha Delta 
Pi Good Luck & have fun Your 
lovmg roommates & next door 
neighbors. 
Kappa Sigs The Hunn Party is 
this Saturday so get those dates. 
Greek Week will be gn-.tt 
because the Alpha Sigs really 
rate. The Ml' Sigs wish you luck. 
We'd write a rhyme, but we got 
stuck Go Alpha Sigs. 
LESLIE The DZ'si Our moms & 
dads had an excellent time last 
Sunday thanks to you! DZ love. 
Your Big Carolyn 
Dee Zee's, Parents, food ft. 
surprises (8> what a shock!) all 
made for a perfect Sunday af 
ternoon. in my eyes you're ALL 
outstanding. Thanks for a great 4 
years. DZ love...Bird. 
Creatively express yourself on a 
wall' Artistic person persons 
needed to paint large wall. Make 
your own design S biecl to ap 
provai. Call aftei J pit 352 1777. 
Sig Eps. congrats on your line 
showing at the Beta. Better Luck 
next year. The Brothers 
It'll be music to your ears as 
"Greek Lightning" presents the 
Greek Week Songfest slated for 
tonite from 6 8pm in Anderson 
Arena. The voices will be singing 
of the bonds of Brotherhood, 
Sisterhood & the great times at 
BOSU  T GIG W.  
Sigma Nu ill' sisses are psyched 
for the day to cheer on our 
brothers Hip Hip Hooray So 
let's pedal faster & keep up the 
pace & make Sigma Nu champs 
of another bike race. 
Fall Rush information Night is 
May 20, 1979. It will be at 115 
Education Bldg at 7:00pm Open 
to all Interested Women. 
DZ'S: The Good times iust keep 
on rolling with the sisters of 
Delta Zeta! The tea was a great 
way to timsh off Beta Day. We 
can't wait to do it again The 
Alpha Sigs. 
L. Smith Happy 2lst B Day 
Hope it's one you don't soon 
forget. Love, Mike ft. Marine Lab 
Tt.  
Cotinda, not only do I have the 
greatest LIP, but I'm the proud 
owner of the best paddle DZ 
couldn't have made a better 
choice Thanks for everything 
but mostly tor being you. Love, 
Beth P S. Happy 20th Birthday1 
Have a super day 8. year 
Wanted: Houseboy needed tor 
Phi Mu sorority for 1979 80 school 
year For more information, 
contact Mary af 372 3409. 
28 yr old proiecf engineer, non 
drinker, Christian, marriage 
minded, like to meet attractive 
blue eyes senior, over 5'7". Send 
letter & photo to 15756 Dupage, 
Taylor Mich 48180        
The 1979 Sigma Chi Derby Week 
Is less than a week away. Get 
ready for the Biggest & Best 
Derby Week Yttltfl The 
Brothers of Sigma Chi. 
Mother's Day Gifts May 
Baskets, potholders with doll 
faces, planter cups. 352 8125. 
The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega 
are proud to congratulate Pat 
Schneider & Lesa Wallace for 
being tapped into the honorary, 
Omicron Delta Kappa. Thanks 
lor the hard work you've done! 
Tom Washbush, congratulations 
for winning The Antaean's 
Award for the outstanding Junior 
in the Greek System The 
Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Alpha Zee's. Thanks for taking 
the shirts ott our back Friday it 
was a great tea Delts 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon would like to 
congratulate their Beta team on 
their excellent performance in 
the race. 
Something old for someone 
new!! If you have any 
"treasures" which you no longer 
want, bringthem to Student 
Activities, 405 Student Services, 
to be auctioned off during Good 
Times Weekend May 19. 1979 in 
the Student Services Forum All 
proceeds will go directly to the 
American Cancer Society & the 
Link Your unwanted belongs 
can become a part of someone 
else's lite  
Ladies of Phi Mu, we had a great 
time starting off the Beta 
Weekend with you The Pi 
Kapps. 
Mmm Mmm good! Mon Tues 
Wed "Greek Lightning's" 
Dessert Tasting Contest is from 
11 4 in the Union Oval. All these 
taste treats are prepared by your 
cooks so get out & vote for the 
best desserts Proceeds to 
benefit a local charity. 
D.U s, Sigma Nu's & Phi Psi's 
The Zetas are ready losing in the 
Songlest  Are you kids ready too! 
The Zetas.  
Congratulations   to  the   "Blues 
Brothers"   for   being   the   only 
team to "beat" the Beta champs 
Congratulations   Pikes  on   your 
second in a row. Delts. 
The    Brothers    of    Sigma    Phi 
Epsilon       would       like       to 
congratulate     Brother     Orel 
Hershiser tor pitching a no hitter 
against Kent State. 
The    Brothers    of    Sigma    Phi 
Epsilon    would    like   to   thank 
everyone involved in recognizing 
us as the 1979 Greek Community 
Services Award Winner 
Congratulations to the Pikes ft. 
The  Alpha   Phis on  your   Beta 
victories! Love   The AX s 
Jack   Rex,   congratulations  for 
winning      The      interfraternity 
Council's President Award. The 
Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Bump Bump Bike Race. We're 
gonna win the Bike Race 
We. The Brothers of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon,    proudly   congratulate 
Bill    Kibler    as   our    1978 1979 
Brother Of The Year        Thanks 
Bill  (or 4 years of outstanding 
leadership ft. dedication. You are 
truly the best of the best 
Congratulations Craig Anderson 
& Mark Krach on your tapping 
into     ODK.      your      Pi      Kapp 
Brothers. 
Congratulations Pikes on win 
ning The Beta 500 The Brothers 
of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Dave S Great Job at Beta, good 
luck at the bike race Maybe l 
should buy YOU a drink. 
Adrienne. 
A great big crescent thanks to 
the Gamma Phi's Beta 500 team 
Bogie, Connie Gorant, Julie 
Mosconi & Diane Fink! 
Phi Mu's: Round for Round & 
Pound for Pound you've got the 
best coaches around Get ready 
for a GREAT Derby Week! Phi 
Mu No 1  Love, your coaches Rod 
ft Tom.  
Congratulations Laura Cooper 
on being elected Treasurer of 
RSA!   Love,  your  Gamma  Phi 
Sisters.  
Burpee, have a nice day. 
Congratulations Sue     Edmunds 
on  your   office in  SNEA,  Vice- 
President!    The   Gamma   Phi's 
are proud of you! 
To A'phe Gams'Beta learn. What 
a way to show us who's the best 
Love your new pledges 
GREEKS OF OZ, 
DZ's Kappa Sig's ZBT's, 
DZ's Kappa Sig's ZBT's. 
DZ's Kappa Sig's ZBT's, 
Greeks of Oz, Get Psyched! 
Congratulations        Nancy 
Donovan,   Barb   Gantz,   Jackie 
Oster on being tapped into ODK i 
The   Gamma   Phi's   are   very 
proud of you. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KID! It's a 
day late but I didn't forget ya. 
Love, JO 
Dave Haworth Dave Eichinger, 
DZ's are psyched tor Sigma Chi 
Derby Week! Were excited to 
have you as our coaches' Sisters 
of Delta Zeta 
GOO   PHOO   BOO GOO   PMOO 
WANTED 
1 or 2 F. rmtes. needed to share 
apt   lor 79S0school yr   Call Deb 
372 4729 or Cindy 3d? 6147 
Need a roommate Fall Qtr.only? 
Call Julie352 1030. 
I   F.   rmte    for   summer  only 
Close to campus 352 7960. 
Need 1 M. to rm   with 2 others. 
Begin Sum Qtr.  12 mo. lease at 
Forest  Apts   2 bedrms   S75mo 
352 0300  
Need 4 people to subi house this 
summer, $90 mo. incl. utii   Call 
352   5017  
Need 1 F rmte tor 79 80 school 
yr. $90 mo. incl. util Call 352 
60 DO  
1 F rmte needed for wtr & Spr 
Qtr only, 1979 Call Carol or 
Kim. 352 6271 
3 rmtes needed, new apts 
Everything tor s340mo 4 people. 
Call Tim Westhoven at 3723846 
or 2 2003.  
P. rmte wanted summer Qtr 
S85 mo Call 357 8905 
MALE TEACHER NEEDS 1 
RMTE FOR SUMMER Own 
room 35? 17X anytime. 
I M. rmte for summer & or next 
schogi year. Call 354 1135. Ted 
Leave no. if not there. 
NEEDED: 1 F. for next school 
year. S minutes from campus 
Call 352 t?32. 
HELPWANTED 
Applications now being taken tor 
bartender, grill worker & 
waitress at Corn City bar ft, 
restaurant, Deshier, OH Hrs. 
4pm lam Ex working cond & 
benefits For interview call 278 
3871 or 538 6663 
Receptionist for optical shop 
Prefer contact lens wearer to 
assist m fitting. Apply at: Cory 
Optical 190 S Mam, Suite H 
upstairs in the Mini Mali, 
downtown BG. 
ATTENTION GRADUATING 
SENIORS. Do you want to run 
your own business! Do you want 
to own your own new car within a 
year? Do you want lo work your 
own hours? Do you want to work 
anywhere in the USA? Fo' ir 
interview for this No l Sales Jon 
call Mark Stieneckarat I 805 685 
307?  
WSOS is currently accepting 
applications lor vocational In 
structors a temporary summer 
position. 40 wk at $4.64 hr 
industrial arts skills necessary, 
teaching certificate pref Apply 
to Lmda Wentimg, Project 
Director, 109 S.Front St , 
Fremont OH by May 15. 
EQUAL    OPPORTUN'TY    EM 
PLOVER.  _ 
Married Couples, the BG 
Couples Communi cation 
Research Project needs married 
couples lo participate in an m 
teresting & rewarding research 
proiecl You will be paid $10 if 
you qualify 8> participate. Call 
372 ??80 between 5 7pm week 
days for information about 
qua hi icai ion procedures 
EASY EXTRA INCOME1 $500 
1000 Stuffing Envelopes 
Guaranteed Send Sell 
addressed, stamped envelope 
To DEXTER ENTERPRISES 
3039 Shrine PI LA. CA 90007 
Soda jerk, waitress, waiters* 
kitchen help. Win train. Quaint 
ice cream shop opening soon 
Please call 1837 7651 Front St 
Grand Rapids, OH Ask tor 
Cindy. 
RN's part time 3 11 or 11 7 Call 
Wood County Nursing Home for 
interview 353 8411  
Career positions available in 
sales, management, finance, 
EDP, accounting, marketing 8. 
retail. $10 30.000. Ohio 8. National 
openings. Send resume to Baron 
Personnel 5249 Secor, Toledo, OH 
43623  
Summer Horse Ranch Positions 
open for F counselors Black 
River   Ranch.   Croswell,   Mich. 
(313)679 2505.  
CAMP STAFF NEEDED Camp 
Courageous,   Residential   Camp 
for Trainable Mentally Retard 
Ch,idren & Adults in NW Ohio, 
needs counselors, waterfront 
director, 8- cook from 11 June 26 
August Good opportunity for 
special ed majors, recreation 
majors & any interested persons. 
Call Sandye Huss, Director, soon 
at 352 1974 
Typist wanted. Good pay. Call 
Ounnkops 35? 1284 after 5pm 
FOR SALE 
FAMILY ECONOMY CAR. 77 
Mustang 4 cly automatic, air. 
power,   rustproofed,   22,000  mi. 
353 His after 6.  
Motorola B l w portable TV, 14 
inch screen, good shape, $75. Call 
352 2817.  
? excellent beginner guitars Call 
Mike 35? 0300  
House for sale by owner. 3 
bedroom brick ranch attached 
garage Fenced in backyard 
Near Univ   & Crim School. 352 
9283  
Hiking   boots,   size   7    vasque 
Brand new   $65 00 Call 35? 7626 
Airline    ticket.    Detroit-London 
Detroit. $3?0. Call 352-9181 or 352 
1721.  
Fern green couch, $35 00 Hide a 
bed couch, $50 00 Sears stereo 
console, Spanish, needs minor 
repair with AM FM radio in 
exce"   cona ., $40   M*sc   chairs, 
$5 00 ea 669 9473  
1974 Toyota Corolla Ex cond 
recent paint iob. $1500 Call 353 
1235after 7pmoaiiy  Before7pm, 
Sat  
4 steel belted radial tires  DR 78 
14, less than 70.000 mi Asking $70 
per tire Call 35! 8944 alter 6pm 
Technics receiver. ?5 watts. Like 
new $150. 37? 1389 
78   Chevy   Monze   still    under 
warranty,     excellent     AM FM 
cassette stereo. 35? 3707  
FREE! 6 wk Old puppies Pt. 
Golden Retreiver pt   Husky 873 
8693  
Montgomery Ward stereo w dust 
cover, head phones ft. speakers. 
$30 357 4270 
FOR RENT " 
House, 3 bedrms. V i blk from 
campus Avail. June 1  Call after 
6pm. 352 7 163  
NEWLOVE APTS SUMMER 
RENTALS 824 Sixth St $350 per 
summer qtr plus elec 2 bedrm 
turn 703 S Church duplex 3 
bdrm unturn $450 per summer 
qtr plus gas & elec Call 
Newlove Really 35? 5163  
1 bdrm lurn . AC, lor June 10 to 
Aug. 28 Close to University. $395 
plus elec 354 1621 after 7pm 
2 bdrm turn . near campus 
Avail June lor summer only 
Free air cond  $200 mo   Ph  352 
8035  
1 M to subls apt for Fall Qtr , 
1979 only $275 rent includes 
everything  but  elec    Call   Joe, 
37? 1454 or Randy 37? 464?  
l bedrm apt. Air cond.. avail- 
June 1st   $185 plus elec   357 872? 
or 37? 2055 ___^_ 
Houses, apt ft. rooms tor Sum 
mer    Rentals   only     Ail    near 
campus   PH   352 7365  
Small 2 bedrm house, unturn. 1 
bedrm apt . lurn Both near 
campus   l? mo leases   Effective 
June 15 35? 7365  
Avail June l. Quality l bdrm 
furnished apt 3 rms plus bath 
Complete kitchen facility, air 
cond . private ent 3 blks from 
campus 3 blks from dntown 
Prefer faculty, gred.. or serious 
students, shown by appointment 
only PH 686 3373 after 6 00 pm 
Rockiedge Manor Apts . ? 
bedrm ? full baths, luxury apts. 
now leasing summer & fall 
sessions All utii. turn except 
elec 850 6th St PH 35? 3841 or 
669 3681 
123 Manville near Ad Bidq 4 
bedrm home, stove 8> refrig. 
turn $400 mo Call John Newlove 
Real Estate 352 6553. 
CAMPUS MANOR now renting 
for summer Special rates AC. 
PH. 35? 930? or 35? 7365. eves 
3 bedrm house. 4?3 443 & 441 N 
Enterprise, begins summer & 
fall   1 878 7437   
1 bedrm apt & l effic apt 443 N 
Enterprise 1 878 7437.  
Wayne   Apts    7?4   Sixth   St    14 
Students 35? 2663  
850 First St. Horvath Apts. 2 
bedrm. turn $410 plus elec For 
Summer   PH. 352 7396  
2 bedrm. turn, apt for 4 or less. 
All util. except elec Clean, good 
maintenance, ph. 352 1730 
anytime or 35? 5661. 2 7 pm. 
7  bedrm    apt ,  turn 
campus. 354 1815 
close  to 
221 Byall   $300mo *util   turn  4 
occ.summe*- ?T? 4744 
221*3 Byall $710 mo  *-ufll. turn. 
3 OCC   Summer   377 4744.  
TWO BEDROOM APTS 
SUMMER & FALL LEASES 
357 18008.357 4671 
m 
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Browns' draft surprises players 
CLEVELAND (AP)-The Cleveland 
Browns' selections in last week's 
National Football League draft took 
several veteran Browns' players by 
surprise, though none was as outspoken 
as wide receiver Reggie Rucker. 
"The first two choices really sur- 
prised me," Rucker said. "All we did 
was strengthen two strengths.'' 
Rucker said the first two picks, wide- 
receiver Willis Adams of Houston, and 
cornerback Lawrence Johnson of 
Wisconsin, would probably lead to the 
trade of Rucker himself. 
"THE DRAFT can really bolster the 
general attitude of a team," Rucker 
said after the first day's draft activity. 
"It can make things seem that much 
brighter and enthusiastic. 
"But a draft like this one takes the 
wind out of you, knowing what we 
needed and didn't get. This is a big 
letdown as far as I'm concerned." 
Browns' quarterback Brian Sipe was 
less critical. 
"Yes, I was surprised by the first two 
picks, but it indicates to me that the two 
guys are super athletes and I always 
welcome those kind," Sipe said. 
"I'D ALSO LIKE to say that, 
although I only know Tommy Prothro, 
Brown's personnel director casually, 
I'm confident he's doing the right thing, 
that his judgement will prove to be as 
good as it was in the past, when he was 
with the Chargers and the Rams.'' 
Free-safety Thorn Darden isn't quite 
as confident. 
"Frankly, I was very surprised 
because I heard all winter the same 
things the fans did—that we needed 
defensive and offensive linemen-and 
took for granted that's what we'd get in 
the early rounds," Darden said. 
"I'M NOT ANGRY, but I'll admit I'm 
disappointed. What I'm hoping now is 
that they (the front office) have a trade 
or two in mind to get a legitimate, 
quality defensive or offensive 
lineman." 
On the other hand, linebacker Gerald 
Irons was philosophical about the draft 
results. 
"I know a lot of fans were upset and 
some of them were quite vocal, but 
from my point of view, I've learned to 
not let anything surprise me, especially 
the draft," Irons said. 
"I don't know what the drafting 
strategy is based on, but I'm keeping an 
open mind...time will tell if it's good or 
bad." 
IF YOU PUT 
YOUR LETTERS 
WE'LL PULL OUR 
COVER OFF... 
• • • 
Dixie Electric Co. 
An Entertainment Utility 
IT'S GREEK NIGHT AT THE DIXIE 
It Happens Every Wednesday and What a Special 
Night it is.  Lots of Drinking, Dancing, Mingling 
and Partying with Your Fellow Greeks.   All at 
Reduced Prices. 
come plug yoursetf m' 
staff photo   by George Lundskow 
Bowling Green rugby player Greg Mayernick reaches to haul in the ball. 
club clips 
All three Bowling Green rugby teams 
recorded home victories last weekend. 
The women's team blasted Wright 
State 50-0. Scoring tries for the Falcons 
were: Sylvia Smythewith three. Cookie 
Vartola, Mary Ward and Jill Holcomb 
with two each. 
Gina Robinson and Carol Pyle added 
one try each while Ward had a con- 
version kick. 
The women are 4-2 and play Indiana 
University at 1 p.m. Saturday at Poe 
Ditch field. 
The men's "A" team was victorious 
over Wittenberg's "A" team, 13-0. 
Steve  Bucciferro  and   Ray  Disanto 
scored tries for BG while Nick Burke 
scored on a drop goal and Greg 
MayerniK scored his 60th point of the 
season on a conversion kick. MayerniK 
is the new individual scoring record 
holder, breaking Skip Palmer's mark of 
59. 
The men's "B" squad defeated 
Wittenberg's "B" team 20-0. Bill 
Julian, Brent Funk, Mark Maddox.Tod 
Kenney and Andy Woefling had three 
conversion kicks. The "B" team is 5-3-1 
while the "A" team is 5-3. Both teams 
will host the University of Cincinnati 
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Poe Ditch field. 
Baseball team 
victorious 
Bowling Green's baseball team 
swept a double-header from Wright 
State yesterday. 
Jim Selgo, 2-0, won the first game, 
1-0. Mark Shane had the game's only 
RBI. 
The Falcons took the night cap 3-1 
with Ed Stacey, 3-^, getting the win 
Shane added two KBI's and Jim 
Suszka drove in one run. 
BG If now 25-13 and hau won 16 
of its last 19 games. 
MEN'S CHORUS 
and STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
•present- 
"AN EVENING WITH 
GILBERT & SULLIVAN 
& BURNAND" 
TWO ONE-ACT COMIC OPERETTAS 
COX & BOX 
and 
TRIAL BY JURY 
JOE E   BROWN THEATRE 
MAY 10-13, 8:00 
SUNDAY MATINEE ONLY AT 2:15 
STUDENTS  $1.50 
NON-STUDENTS $2.00 
LEASE NOW 
For best selection 
NORTH GROVE 
[TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS! 
1005 North Grove Street 
i-b • 8'0 
• • >' < 
II-6- «V 
=**i.     »P^ • 
Unfurnished Apartments 
9 month lease $245/ mo. 
1 year lease $210/ mo. 
including gas heat 
MODEL OPEN 5:30-6:30 DAILY 
Resident Manager  353-5891 
VotcUtt** Scatty (?6*Kfi<nuf* 
319 East Wooster Street 
Phone  353-3641 
BUFF APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
All utilities Paid Except Electric. 
Air conditioned,Laundromat and Bike Shed. 





Make a solt landing at Ohio Slate part ot your summer plans 
Enroll for either graduate or undergraduate course work on OSU s regular quarter 
or special two-term summer schedule. 
Ohio State's wide array of summer offerings are available through more than 150 
departments, and cover thousands of subjects. 
Plan to pick up a needed course or two at Ohio State this summer. Combine the 
flexibility that OSU provides with access to a full recreational program including 
swimming, racquetball, and tennis. 
Drop in at Ohio State! You will be welcome. For more information, please use the 
coupon below  Hurry—summer at OSU won t last forever! 
Tell me more 
Q OSU s course offerings for summer 
□ Application information 
3 Yes, I have a baccalaureate degree Please send me information on 







Mail to: Admissions Office, The Ohio State University, 1800 Cannon Drive. 
Columbus, Ohio 43210, (614) 422-3980 
The Ohio State University 
Admissions Office 
sports 
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Miami romps past BG tracksters   standings 
by Dave Lewandowskl 
assistant sports editor 
Miami University's depth in the 
weight and sprinting events spelled 
defeat for the Bowling Green men's 
track team Saturday. The host Red- 
skins topped BG. 96-67 in the dual meet. 
The Falcon tracksters were shu* out 
in the shot put, discus, high Jump and 
100-yard dash. Miami also garnered 
first and second place finished in the 
hammer, pole vault and 220 yard dash. 
BG coach Mel Brodt said that the 
indoor practice facilities the Redskins 
have give them a definite advantage in 
training. 
"Their depth is on the field not on the 
track," Brodt said. "They have good 
indoor facilities and put them to good 
use." 
MIAMI GAINED 60 points in the field 
and sprinting events compared to the 
Falcons three. Brodt said this was the 
deciding factor in a meet that could 
have been close. 
"When you give up 60 points and you 
only get three, you can't expect to win 
the meet," he said. 
An ankle injury to ace hammer and 
javelin thrower Jeff K. Brown hurt the 
Falcons in those two events. Steve San 
Gregory was BG's top finisher in the 
hammer, taking third. Jeff Opelt 
placed second for the tracksters in the 
Javelin with a 185-4 throw. 
All was not dim for the Falcons, 
however. Steve Housley set a new 
Miami field record in the three-mile run 
with a time of 13:50.3. He outdistanced 
teammate Bob Lurm, who finished 
third. 
BG SCORED the bulk of its points in 
the middle distances. Tim Dayhuff won 
the 440-yard dash in 49.6 while Ivor 
Emmaunel placed third in 50.4. 
BG swept the 880-yard run from the 
Redskins with Holger Hille winning in 
l:59.2,while John Anich finished second 
in 1:59.3 and a recooperating Jeff S. 
Brown was third. 
Anich came back to place first in the 
mile run with a time of 4:16.8 while 
Housley was runner-up in 4:15.9. 
BG added wins in the triple and long 
jumps. Joe Hitter won the triple with a 
leap of 47-9 while Michele Raymond 
captured the long jump with a 23-4 
effort. The mile relay team was vic- 
torious in 3:25 while Frank Plescia was 
first in the 120-yard high hurdles in 16.1. 
Miami's depth appeared again in the 
important second and third places 
finishes. The Redskins had seven 
runner-up spots while BG managed 
only three. Miami received 10 third 
place finishes compared to the Falcons' 
seven. 
Second place finishes for BG were by 
Dan Carteledge in the steeplechase, 
Terry Reed us in the 440-yard hurdles. 
CAPTURING THIRD places for the 
Falcons were: Mark Vermillion in the 
120-yard high hurdles, Jim McCracken 
in the pole vault and Dayhuff in the 220- 
yard dash. 
Brodt said the Falcons ran well in the 
meet although their depth in the field 
events is a hinderence. 
"It (the meet) went about as well as 
we expected," Brodt said. "Theygot9- 
0 and 8-1 spreads in the sprints and field 
events, but they didn't have anthing 
from the half up." 
BG entertains Kent State in a meet 
Saturday starting at 12:30 p.m. for the 
field events and 1:30 p.m. for the 
running events. 
Brodt said that he expects the Kent 
meet to be close. 
Laxers still unbeaten 
AMERICAN LEAGUE NATIONAL LEMOUE 
EAST 
W L Pel. GB EAST 
Boston 17 9 .454 w L PCI   GB 
Baltimore 18 10 643 Philadelphia 18 7 7 JO 
Milwaukee 17 II 601    1 Montreal 17 7 708   '; 
New York 13 u .481   4') Chicago 12 10 .545   4') 
Detroit 10 17 455   S St Louis 13 12 520 5 
Cleveland a 17 370 IV) Pittsburgh 10 14 417  7'i 
Toronto • 71 276    10'J New York 9 15 375  8i i 
WEST WEST 
w L Pel. GB W 1. Pet   GB 
Minnesota 19 8 .704 Houston 17 11 607 
California 16 17 571    3'j Cincinnati 15 12 556   Vi 
Kansas City 15 12 556   3'i San Francisco 13 15 .464   4 
Texas 14 12 538   4', San Diego 12 17 414   5'1 
Chicago 12 14 462   6', Los Angeles 17 18 400   6 
Oakland 11 17 .393   f, Atlanta 8 18 308   8 
Seattle 10 19 345   10 
(Tuesday's games not included) (Tuesday's games not included) 
TODAY'S GAMES TODAY'S GAMES 
California at Boston Cincinnati at Chicago 
Seattle at New York Montreal at S« n Francisco 
Oakland at Baltimore Pittsourghat Atlanta 
Chicago at Detroit St  Louis at Houston 
Toronto at Minnesota Philadelphia at San Diego 
Kansas City at Texas New York at Los Angeles 
by Pat Kennedy 
staff reporter 
Using the elements of the game well, 
Bowling Green's women's lacrosse team 
scored victories over Wittenberg College and 
the Ohio State club team Saturday to remain 
undefeated with an 8-0-1 record. 
"The girls played just super games," BG 
coach Carol Durentini said. "The passing was 
as sharp as all year and the connecting passes 
were on. Also, it was probably the defense's 
strongest game. 
"I'm really pleased with the whole team's 
play Saturday. They really got it together.'' 
The lady laxers tangled with Ohio State in 
their first match of the day and jumped out to 
a 7-1 halftime lead. The second half was more 
of the same, with Bowling Green outscoring 
the Buckeyes 7-4, to take the 14-5 win. 
DURENTINI SAID she was pleased with 
the play of senior goalie Darla Davis in both 
contests. 
"Darla Davis had a super day-she just 
played two super games," she said. "Against 
Ohio State, she recorded 10 saves in 14 shots 
and versus Wittenburg, she recorded 17 saves 
in 23 shots. 
"It was a real confidence builder for her." 
Jenny Dunn led the Falcons in scoring 
against Ohio State, with nine goals, while 
Julie Lewis added two, and Betsy Kenniston, 
Mary Armbrust, and Karen Boyle one each. 
THE WITTENBERG contest was more of 
the same for BG. The Falcons took an early 6- 
3 lead and coasted to a 16-9 win. Jenny Dunn 
tallied nine more scores to lead Bowling 
Green, while Betsy Kenniston scored four. 
Single markers were scored by Julie Lewis, 
Mary Armbrust, and Karen Boyle. 
Durentini said she was pleased with the 
play of other individuals over the weekend, 
too. 
"Tricia Green did an excellent job at 
midfield in shutting off the opponents' at- 
tack," she said. "There were a lot of in- 
stances where our defense Just shut down the 
attack. 
"Mary George did an exceptional Job of 
linking up from the defense and Kathy Rin- 
nert played her usual consistnat game." 
Ad gimmick a 'shoe-in' 
CLEVELAND (AP)- An athletic shoe 
company is finding it gets plenty of free 
publicity by giving away shoes to major 
league baseball players. 
The Brooks shoe company employes Gary 
Rodrick to give shoes to baseball players who 
will wear them when their games are 
televised. 
"Do you know what a commercial minute 
on television in a World Series game costs?" 
Rodrick asked. "More than $100,000.1 had six 
Dodgers wearing Brooks shoes in last year's 
World Series. The shoes cost me maybe $300." 
Brooks gives away about 3,000 pairs of 
shoes each year at a cost to the manufacturer 
of about $10 a pair, but the firm never pays 
players to wear its product, Rodrick said. 
RODRICK, 30, may be the only employee of 
an athletic <hoe firm who spends all his 
working time giving shoes away for 
promotion However, other shoe firms con- 
tract with athletes to wear their wares during 
games. 
Indians' player Ted Cox said he signed a 
contract with Adidas to supply him with 
baseball spikes as long as he wore no other 
brand. 
"Gee,  I've been waiting,  but the shoes 
never got here," Cox said recently as he 
pulled on a pair of Brooks shoes. 
In addition, the makers of Pumas, Converse 
and Rawlings athletic shoes appear in the 
Indians' dressing rooms, to hawk the virtues 
of their shoes. 
RODRICK SAID fans can identify the 
players' shoe brand by the stripes on the sides 
of the footwear. 
"They don't have to say the name," he said. 
"Every shoe has a different stripe. Younger 
kids and sporting goods dealers notice who is 
wearing what stripe. After a while, every fan 
will identify the stripe." 
Rodrick gives shoes to football and 
basketball players, but says baseball players 
are the best advertisers for shoes. 
"Football and basketball are too fast to 
notice a shoe. Track does't get much 
television exposure except for the Olympics. 
Baseball is the best for exposing a shoe," 
Rodrick said. 
Rodrick said Cincinnati Reds president 
Dick Wagner does not allow his players to 
show stripes on their shoes. He orders players 
to paint the stripes out. But Rodrick gives the 
Reds free shoes anyway. 
Conception lifts Reds 
CHICAGO (AP )-Dave Conception smashed 
a home run, a double and a single, drove in 
three runs and scored three times Tuesday to 
lead the Cincinnati Reds to an 8-7 victory over 
the Chicago Cubs. 
The triumph, the sixth in the last seven 
games for the Reds, snapped a three-game 
Chicago winning streak. 
Mike LaCoss, 3-0, was the winner but 
needed relief help in the sixth. Frank Pastore, 
the fourth Cincinnati relief pitcher, picked up 
his fourth save. The loss went to Ken Holtz- 
man, 2-2, who was victimized by two Cub 
errors which led to four unearned runs when 
the Reds scored five times in the fourth in- 
ning. 
Conception doubled and scored on a single 
by Joe Morgan in the third. He singled in the 
first two runs in a fourth-inning rally that was 
capped by rookie Arthuro DeFreites' two-run 
single. Conception also hit his third homer of 
the season in the sixth. 
Bobby Murcer, Steve Ontiveros and Jerry 
Martin led the Cub attack. Murcer hit his 
fourth homer with a man on in the seventh. 
Ontiveros had a pair of doubles and a single 
and scored twice. Martin had three singles 
and a double and drove In two runs. 
The Reds took the lead in the second on a 
sacrifice fly by Ray Knight after the bases 
were filled on a double by DeFreites and a 
pair of walks. 
Tarkenton retires to TV 
NEW YORK (AP) - Fran Tarkenton, 
holder of every major passing record as the 
quarterback for the Minnesota Vikings, has 
quit pro football to become a television 
commentator, Roone Arledge, president of 
ABC News and Sports, announced Tuesday. 
Tarkenton frustrated defensive linemen for 
18 seasons in the National Football League, 
setting records for most career completions, 
most yards passing, most touchdown passes 
and most total passes. 
He will confine his scrambling this season 
to be broadcast booth between Frank Gilford 
and Howard Cosell on ABC's "Monday night 
Football." Tarkenton will do the six regular 
season games that regular commentator Don 
Meredith doesn't do. 
Meredith's contract with the network called 
for him to be in the booth for 14 games. But 
when the regular NFL season was expanded 
to 16 games and ABC was given three 
Thursday night games and one Sunday night 
contest, the network asked Meredith to in- 
crease his work toad. Meredith and ABC 
could not reach agreement, so ABC began 
negotiations with Tarkenton, who led the 
Vikings to their sixth straight NFC Central 
Division title last season. 
Tarkenton's retirement leaves the Vikings 
with veteran Bob Lee, Tommy Kramer and 
rookie Steve Dils of Stanford, who was 




ATHLETIC TICKET POLICY 
FOR STUDENTS 
NEW FOR 79 - THE ALL-SPORTS PASS 
The BGSU Athletic Department is pleased to announce a new student tickel policy, effective 
for the 1979-80 sports season The new system features a single, All-Sports Pass, good lor all 
regular season home games in football, hockey and basketball. The new All-Sports Pass is priced 
at $15.00, and replaces the three separate passes used in previous years Here are four good 
reasons to order an All-Sports Pass: 
1. SAVE $57.00 OFF SINGLE GAME GATE SAIE PRICES, or $36.50 off advance sale prices! 
Single game ticket prices for 1979-80 are listed below Compare with the $15.00 All-Sports 
Pass and save! 
2. RECEIVE A $15.00 "BONUS BOOK" FREE! Students ordering an All-Sports Pass will receive 
a complimentary Bonus Book" - offering S15.(X) worth of goods and services (see details, 
opposite) 
V CHARGE THE ALL-SPORTS PASS TO YOUR ACCOUNT. Send no money now! The amount 
due for your pass will be posted to your fall quarter fees statement 
4 RECEIVE YOUR PASS AND "BONUS BOOK" IN THE MAIL THIS SUMMER. Avoid long lines 
and the last-minute scramble in September Order now by mail! 
Instructions for ordering and details on our new ticket system are outlined below Please read 
< arefully and order your All-Sports Pass as vou register for fall quarter! 
$15.00 
"BONUS BOOK" FREE 
WITH EVERY ORDER! 
The tolirminK .irc.i men harm ire 
participating m our All-Sporu Pass 
Bonus Book        p.uh offering .i 
Si mi coupon lot "e»- ,■ 
services 
The Alhleles Foot 
Bu'Rei KlIMJ 
Caws s Original Hamburne<s 
The CiocI, Restaurant 
DinosPiuaPub 
finder* - 
f outs Cleaners AI aundrv 
the Hi H Rffpau Shop 
Klevers lent 
LakefrieSports In 
styles Pi«a Puh 
Niki s Boole's 
Pi/za Inn 
Ki>. Rogers Res1 
Thes, 
ORDER YOUR 1979-80 ALL-SPORTS PASS NOW! 
Returning students have first opportunity to purchase a  I979 HO 
All-Sports Pass! Information for ordering is as follow s 
1 students now enrolled and returning as full-time students fall 
quarter are eligible to otder an All-S|x>rts Pass 
2. TO ORDER, COMPLETE THE SPECIAL FORM INCLUDED IN 
YOUR FALL QUARTER REGISTRATION MAIUNG FROM THE 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. STUDENTS WRl RECEIVE THIS MAILING 
THE SECOND WEEK OF MAY. RETURN THE FORM TO THE 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE WITH YOUR FALL QUARTER REGISTRA 
TION MATERIALS. WATCH FOR YOUR MAILING. AND BE SURE 
TO ORDER AN ALL-SPORTS PASS AS YOU REGISTER FOR FALL 
QUARTER! 
I Your All-Sports Pass together with youi Bonus Book will be 
mailed to your summer home address on August 17, 1979 
4   If you have any questions   phone the Memorial Hall  Tic Let ' 
Office (172 2762) Do not call the Registrar's Office. 
Student ticket procedures and prices for BGSU football 
hockey and basketballare as follows: 
1979 FOOTBALL 
Student All-Sports Pass provides west side general admission to five 
home games. No ticket pickup required  Single game tickets for 
non-pass holders priced at $1.00 (advance sale) and $2.00 (gate 
sale) 
1979-80 HOCKEY & BASKETBALL 
Student All-Sports Pass provides general admission to all regular 
season home games. Ticket pickup required on game week at the 
Memorial Hall Ticket Office. Season pass holders have 48-hour 
priority to' ticket pickup Tickets distributed on a first-come-first- 
served basis Single game tickets for non-pass holders (when 
a\ ailahle) priced at $1.50 (advance sale), and $2.00 (gate sale). 
DON'T DELAY — ORDER TODAY! 
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Streak reaches seven 
for men's tennis team 
staff photo   by Frank Breithaupt 
Martha Chicles, Bowling Green's number three singles player, hits a backhand shot. 
by Ken Koppel 
stall reporter 
Tennis is a warm weather activity 
and Bowling Green's men's tennis team 
gets hot with the weather. 
The Falcons are currently playing 
like they have set their sights on Forest 
Hills in sweeping four weekend op- 
ponents and raising their overall mark 
to 19-4. 
BG had no trouble with rival Toledo, 
defeating the Rockets 9-0, and a victory 
over Ball State kept the netters Mid- 
American Conference (MAC) record 
perfect at 6-0. 
THE FALCONS also bested Man- 
chester College 9-0 to top all the teams 
in the Falcon Quadrangular held at the 
Ice Arena courts last Friday and 
Saturday. 
With momentum on their side, the 
netters traveled to Purdue Monday and 
came back with their seventh straight 
victory, a 5-4 decision over the 
Boilermakers. 
Monday's victory proved to be the 
ninth 5-4 match in this year's cam- 
paign. It was also the ninth time the 
Falcons emerged victorious in one 
point decisions. 
BG coach Bob Gill said he doesn't 
know if he can handle another 54 
match. 
•I'VE BEEN calling our team the 
"Cardiac Unit'V'Gill said. "I've been 
feeling that my heart is going to stop 
after most matches." 
Gill also said that the netters don't 
seem to look at the close matches in 
quite the same way he does. 
"They're (BG) very confident right 
now in what they can do," Gill said. "I 
think they realize when they get into a 
close match, the chances of winning are 
quite good. 
"The tendency is to think the streak 
might stop, but instead of thinking 
about the streak, they're confident 
about winning the close matches." 
THE FALCONS appear to retain 
their concentration during the all- 
important doubles matches according 
to Gill. He said this showed at Purdue. 
"We ,BG) were up after the singles 
(4-2)," Gill said. "We're getting to be 
somewhat workman-like in the way 
that we win. We've been playing right 
at the end of our matches, maybe, with 
a little more intensity than our op- 
ponents." 
The netters did not have to worry too 
greatly about intensity at the start of 
the weekend, as they pounced all over 
Toledo. 
"IT'S ALWAYS a pleasure to beat 
Toledo because of the proximity to us," 
Gill said. "But we knew going into the 
weekend Ball State would be the key 
match. They were tougher and had 
much better record." 
The Cardinals entered the tour- 
nament with a 14-6 mark compared to 
Toledo's 1-14 record. 
Steve Corey and Dave Epstein who 
now have a 10-3 overall mark in the 
number three doubles slot, gave the 
netters the victory with 4-6,6-3,6-1 
victory over John Wood and Jim 
Greiner. 
However Corey who also holds the 
team's best singles mark at 15-5 needed 
outside assistance in order to team up 
with Epstein for the victoy. 
"THE HERO of that match was not 
one of our players," Gill said. "It was 
the coach's(Giil) wife." 
Gill said that Corey broke the strings 
on two raiqucts in two consecutive 
points in his singles match. Gill then 
went and called his wife, who strings 
racquets. 
She drove down to the match, picked 
up the racquets and repaired them in 
time for Corey to complete his doubles 
conquest. 
"I doubt if we would have won that 
final match if he (Corey) had to use 
somebody else's racquets," Gill said. 
"If we were giving out game balls, one 
would have to go to my wife. But she 
had something at stake." 
Gill said there is a little extra in- 
centive involved when the Falcons hook 
up with the Cardinals. BSU coach Bill 
Richards is a former graduate 
assistant to Gill at BG. 
Gill probably would not have bet that 
the number one doubles team of Brian 
Huffer and Tom Olson would capture 
their last seven matches enroute to a 11- 
8 mark, 3-3 in the MAC. 
"THEY'RE (Olson and Huffer) 
really coming on," Gill said. "They've 
won their last seven in a row. We 
struggled with combinations early and 
I think they've justified the thought that 
they could be the best team to use at 
number one." 
Huffer also broke a small slump in his 
singles play, winning all four of his 
matches to up his record to 14-9. Gill 
said that Huffer usually encounters a 
mild slump each year but snaps out of 
it. 
"He (Huffer) lost a couple of close 
ones and he was down. Now he's won a 
couple of close ones and he's up," Gill 
said. 
"If previous years are an indication, 
he's come out of a slump about this time 
and has played well the rest of the year. 
The thing that's really encouraging is 
he's playing good doubles." 
Falcon netters fall 
to Hurons, Flashes 
by Ken Koppel 
staff reporter 
An unforseen injury not only caused a 
lineup change in Bowing Green's 
women's tennis team's weekend 
matches, but could also alter plans for 
this week's state tournament. 
Number four singles player Barb 
Swick did not participate in either 
Saturday's 6-3 defeat by Kent State or 
the 5-4 loss encountered against 
Eastern Michigan last Thursday. 
Swick injured her knee shortly before 
the Cincinnati match earlier in the 
season. She did play in the 5-1 victory 
over UC but was not able to compete 
last weekend. 
BG COACH Joan Weston moved up 
Robin Ziska and Tammy Zinn and 
inserted Diane Mickles in the number 
six slot to try and compensate for 
Swick's absence. 
But not only did the netters lose a 
squad member, they were without that 
extra depth in the double defeat. 
Both Martha Chicles and Ziska won 
both their matches upping their team- 
leading marks to 7-1 apiece. Chicles 
defeated Sue Panyi of Kent, 4-6.6-0,6-1 
and Ziska topped Grace Marasigan 6- 
1,6-2 to earn the Falcons their two 
singles victories of the day. 
Mickles and Zinn gave BG their final 
win of the afternoon when they bested 
Sue Weimer and Panyi 6-7,6-3,6-3. With 
that victory, as well as the team's 
success against EMU, the number 
three doubles team checks into the 
state tournament at 6-0, while the 
netters are 4-t as a team. 
WESTON SAID that she was not 
displeased with the Falcons' per- 
formance as Swick's inability to play 
certainly was not anticipated. 
Weston also said that the team should 
be able to participate admirably in the 
tournament at the University of Cin- 
cinnati even if Swick is not able to play. 
If Swick is not up to performing, 
Stephanie Tober, Karen Driftmeyer, 
Chicles and Ziska will represent BG in 
the individual singles tournament, and 
the Falcons' lineup will remain the 
same as it was against KSU in the team 
tournament. 
The doubles linup in the individual 
tournament also faces the possiblity of 
a change. Driftmeyer and Chicles will 
compose one team while Weston has not 
yet decided whether to enter the 
combinations of Ziska and Carol 
Rantala or Mickles and Zinn. Nor- 
mally, Ziska and Swick compose a duo. 
ZISKA'S recent performance in- 
dicated to Weston that she should not 
have too much trouble moving up a 
spot. 
"Robin is going to move up a 
position." Weston said. "She's done 
well playing in the number four 
position. She is playing extremely well 
and hopefully will continue to do so." 
Weston then said that Ziska and 
Rantala will not have to take the time to 
adjust to one another because they are 
used to playing together. 
"Carol Rantala will move in with 
Robin Ziska," Weston siad. "They've 
played together off and on for four 
years. They've played enough together 
where it shouldn't be much of a 
problem." 
THOUGH TOBER failed to record a 
single victory in eight attempts at 
number one singles, Weston said tint 
she is making steady improvement. 
"I think she's (Tober) playing bet- 
ter," Weston said. "We tend to try and 
schedule difficult matches at the end so 
it gets tougher and tougher." 
Along with BG and OSU, Miami, Ohio 
University, Kent State and Toledo all 
travel to Cincinnati to compete with the 
host Bearcats Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday. 
Wilkinson joins icers 
Bill Wilkinson, an assistant hockey 
coach at the University of North Dakota 
last year, has joined the Falcon staff as 
an assistant under new coach Jerry 
York. Wilkinson will replace John 
Mason, who recently resigned his 
position at Bowling Green to join Ron 
Mason at Michigan State. 
A 1970 graduate of St. Lawrence 
University, Wilkinson, 32, has earned 
an outstanding reputation as a 
recruiter during stays at St. Lawrence 
and North Dakota. He played a major 
role in helping North Dakota to the 
WCHA regular-season title and a 
second place finish in the NCAA 
Championships this season. 
Prior to going to North Dakota, 
Wilkinson served as an assistant coach 
at St. Lawrence for six years, handling 
the major portion of the school's 
recruiting, along with serving as an 
assistant track coach. He also was the 
junior varisy hockey coach, with a 60- 
33-3 record. 
A native of Goderich, Ont., Wilkinson 
played three years of varsity hockey at 
St. Lawrence and was the team's MVP 
and captain during his senior season. 
New golf pro teaches to solve 'problem' 
by Dan Firestone 
sports editor 
Austin Jackon "A. J." Bonar sums 
up the game of golf very easily. 
"Golf is really just a problem that 
needs to be solved," said Bonar, the 
University Golf Course's new pro. 
Bonar has been trying to solve that 
problem for himself and others for 
some time. His playing days span 26 
years and the 35 year old Steuben- 
ville native has been instructing 
others for 11 years. 
Bonar took his new position May 1, 
replacing John Mason, the former 
golf pro and assistant BG hockey 
coach. Mason accepted an 
assistant's job at Michigan State 
under Ron Mason. 
According to Bonar, his main 
objectives as golf pro is instructing 
and promoting golf in Bowling 
Green. 
••THERE'S NO sense in everyone 
going through 26 years to learn 
something that maybe I can teach 
them now. 
"To be a really outstanding golfer 
you need two qualities. You have to 
be a blessed athlete and have brain 
power. Jack Nicklaus and Lee 
Trevino have that. 
"Those that solve the problems 
the best, end up the best players." 
Bonar said he thinks there are two 
parts of the game. "Golf is one, 
hitting the bail,and two, playing the 
game," he said. "Hitting the ball is 
the easy part and playing the game I 
think is the fun part. 
"That's where you learn to un- 
derstand yourself-your assets and 
liabilities, your limitations." 
BONAR    COMPETED   on   the 
collegiate level for four years at 
Kent State and captained the team 
in his senior year in 1958. 
"I played against Forrest 
Creason's (former BG coach) teams 
in college. From college I went to 
work in Perrysburg for six years as 
an assistant pro at Belmont Country 
Club," he said. 
Bonar was also an assistant at the 
Sylvania Country Club and operated 
the Arnold Palmer Driving Range 
(now the Bob White Driving Range) 
in Toledo. 
He became the pro at the Bowling 
Green Country Club in 1973, and two 
years later took a job with Green 
Manufacturing, a BG business 
operation. 
"I WAS traveling extensively and 
when this position opened up I talked 
to    Bob    Dudley,    the   course 
manager," he said. "I guess I've 
always had an interest In teaching 
golf. 
"Sure I had some ambitions of 
making the pro tour. I think 
everyone does when they're 10 years 
old, hit a ball with an iron and see 
it go straight. 
"But the tour is very difficult and 
an expensive thing to do. 
"We get to see all of the Saturday 
and Sunday success stories on TV. 
We don't see the other 400 golfers out 
there who just don't make it. 
"I had a friend try it and he said it 
was the most frustrating thing to do. 
You have to qualify on Monday and 
you might shoot a 69 and still not 
make it. Golf becomes a highly 
emotional game." 
Bonar laughed when recalling the 
times when the game became too 
emotional for a hometown friend. 
"I'VE NEVER seen someone so 
intent on becoming a professional. 
He was fairly good, but he just didn't 
quite make it. 
"None of us at the time had the 
money for really good equipment. 
He just bought a $12 dollar putter 
and 20 years ago that was expensive. 
"On the third hole he missed a two- 
foot putt and he started beating the 
putter on a water nozzle that was on 
the course for irrigation. 
"The head of the putter finally feU 
off and he hurled the shaft toward 
the Ohio River." 
Bonar said the greatest thing 
about his job is the facilities. 
"BG has as good a driving range 
as any in Northwest Ohio and the 18- 
hole course can give you every shot 
possible. The one thing it lacks is 
hills, and they built one of those. 
"THE GREATEST golfers on the 
tour come from windy areas. Here in 
the "windy city", we can learn how 
to play the wind," 
Bonar gets away from golf with 
his side career as a singing act with 
his wife Ethel. 
"I've played guitar and sung since 
college. I used to do all the talent 
shows and dinners. In 1968, my wife 
started singing with me and we've 
supported ourselves in past winters 
between golf seasons." 
Bonar and his wife per- 
formed last at the Perrysburg 
Holiday Inn for two months and have 
sung at Kaufman's in BG. 
"I think I enjoy it even more than 
golf. It's absolutely therapeutic for 
both of us. We're trying to work our 
son Aaron, who's Hi years old), into 
the act. 
"It helps keep your sanity. It's a 
nice blend to golf." 
Bonar said he sees golf as the one 
game for all ages. "I'm interested in 
improving anyone's game who 
wants to get involved. I feel very 
strongly that there is a fun way to 
play and also perform at your best. 
It's for children, women and men. 
"My father is 69 and he started 
playing four years ago and is 
shooting in the low and mid-80s," he 
said. 
Bonar said he encourages people 
of all ages to start golf. After all, it's 
just another problem to be solved. 
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